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Deans' List for
Fall Semester
Is Announced
Many Students Attain
Honor Ranks for
Last Semester
I /can's list, as announced today by
•,,,r James A. Gannett, lists the
21 7 students. Of the total hon-
,,r, .,, 165 were made by upperclass-
44 by freshmen. In the four
-1 the Arts and Sciences College
-. the College of Agriculture 59;
- 
Technology 53; and the School
,ton 6.
Spring Semester
sla.EGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES
Fsulsii B. Adriance, Hervey C. Allen,
. 
7darcia Allen, Fred A. Anderson,
Mal. ,11,.. E. Ashworth. Margaret I. As-
':':us W. Birchard. Azalea I.. Boy-
W. Bradbury, Merle H.
u. Bernice E. Braidy, Carolyn M.
Paul W. Burke, Alice \V. Camp-
liiilip T. Casasa, Edwin S. Cos-
.-' I.. Costrell. Anna R. Currie.
O. Day, Maxim J. Dowd, Adrian
ney, D. Max Fitch, Faith G.
Susan B. Frost, John S. Getch-
L /abeth H. Giddings, Elizabeth A.
1..!•. L.!. Clarke J. Grant, George J.
Ida Mac Hart, Ralph XV.
Jr., Nancy Hennit.gs, Ralph P.
s. Thomas M. Hill, George F.
•. ••igs, Ellen B. Hodgkins.
W. Holden, Blanche B. Holman,
c XV. Hopkins, Donald A. Huff,
P. Jordan, Marion F. Larsen,
NI. Lerner, Leo L. Lieberman,
H. Lutz, Donald F. MacDonald,
II. alcKeen, Marjorie MacKin-
ii., , i;corge W. McLellan, Arlene Mer-
ril. 1,ina J. Mitchell, John J. Murray.
\miia C. Nelson, Robert I.. Ohler,
S. Olsen, Robert G. Parker, Ber-
• • Perkins, David P. Pierce, Mary
. Edward II. Redman, Mildred
- • .• ser, Elizabeth Schiro, Cora E.
Mary R. Shay, Frances S. Smith.
l. Stewart. Jane Stillman, Edith
I '11.-tuas, Charles F. Treat, Ralph E.
SPECIALS
.,•ise T. Bryant, Frances F. Lan-
FRESHMEN
., M. Anderson, Ruth E. Barton.
I Bearce, Robert S. Cail, Eva I.
I collard H. Emery, I.ucille M.
Marie T. Folsom, Barbara Har-
h•scilla Haskell, Edward K. Hayes,
Jones. Jeanette Lamoreau, John
..•s. Ruth A. Pagan, Alice Pierce,
I . Stacy. Marjorie Taylor, Ad-
horn. Davis! W. Trafford, Arte-
Weatherbee, Barbara F. \Vhit-
(Continued on Page Two)
Frats to Compete
In Rice Meet Sat.
Pre
-dope Favors Kappa Sig
And Phi Kappa Sig
In Annual Meet
•7'Imal battle for the Charles Rice
..phy will he held this corning
afternoon in conjunction with
r, sliman-Bridgton Academy meet.
's will run alternately with the
prep school-fresh meet.
,car the battle seems to simmer
tao teams, Kappa Sigma. which
Is,asts a strong aggregation, and
- ,:pa Sigma, present and for the
•• ,s scars holders of the cup. The
.4 the meet is a toss-up because of
sll‘c of seseral stars in the line-
l.oth teams.
l'aana has husky George Frame
on paper at least, be good for
• 1.1. favorite event, the 35 lb. ham-
s. and the discus throw, and
•1 the 16 lb. shot put. John
-•als: title holder in the 100 and
dashes, should win these, and
potential winner in the quarter
he choose to run it. Bob
••• the only veteran in the 440
oal will probably score points
:it. O'Connor and Corbett also
aace of coming thru with points.
Kappa Sigma has as its mainstays
' \\ ebb, in the high jump and pos-
,
..inpetitor in the hurdles and
jump; Johnny "Purina Gatik"
in the hurdles, broad jump, and
' dash; Don Huff in the dashes;
l•dand in the high and broad jump:
Ireland in the shot put ; Bob
la the 1000 yd. run_ and "Sparky"
' al the mile run.
;sr-formers who will be looked
s e sterling per formances are
Ilardison in the pole vault. "Bill"
.11 in the distances, Sid Hurwitz
•;tiarter," and Bell and Stewart
.,velin throw.
Hawaiian Univ.
To Debate Here
Hauck To Be Chairman
Of Supreme Court
Debate
The University of Hawaii is to send
a team to the University of Maine March
18 to engage in a debate with a Maine
team on the subject of whether or not
the Supreme Court should he allowed to
continue to pass on the constitutionality
of congressional legislation. This debate
will be held in the Little Theatre and will
be chairmaned by President Hauck.
Efforts were made to schedule a debate
with Hawaii last year, but arrangements
could not then be made. This year, how-
ever, Hawaii will meet Maine in the
course of an extensive tour through the
country. Who will be Maine's represen-
tatives has not yet been definitely deter-
mined. Two men will argue for each side.
Hawaii will choose these men from the
following five varsity debaters: John A.
Casstevens, Clarence Chang, Frank Hus-
lice. Robert G. North, and Robert Taira.
Hawaii is well known for its forensic
achievements. The University has made
previous colorful tours. Its tour this
year is to start tomorrow, and its first
debate will be held at Los Angeles. From
there the Hawaiian team will continue
through Arizona, New Mexico, Texas,
Arkansas, Mississippi. Alabama, Georgia,
Virginia, and New York and then pro-
ceed into Maine, from whence it will cross
the continent again, going to Seattle and
finally to California.
Oak Prize Speaking
Contest to be Held
John M. Oak Scholarship
To Be Awarded
Winner
Plans for conducting a contest leading
ti the award of the John M. Oak scholar-
ship prize in public speaking at the Uni-
versity of Maine were announced today
by President Arthur A. Hauck when he
named Prof. !dark Bailey. head of the
public speaking department of the Uni-
versity faculty, to be chairman of a cop-
tnittee in charge of arrangements.
Under the terms of the will of John
M. Oak, a graduate of the University
class of 1873 and an active, interested
alumnus who served the University as
Trustee and the General Alumni Associa-
tion as president, a bequest of $1500 came
to the University. The income of this
fund is to be used preferably for the "ad-
vancement of the art of public speaking";
the conditions of its award to be deter-
mined by the President and the Board of
Trustees of the University.
The plan as adopted by the Trustees
provides that this scholarship prize shal)
be awarded annually to that upperclass
student who, in the opinion of a commit-
tee of disinterested judges, shall have de-
livered the best persuasive type of speech
in a contest open to men and women. No
student who has already won the prize
shall be eligible to compete.
The details of the contest such as ar-
rangements for trials, the finis! contest,
the choice of subjects, the basis of judg-
ing, and the selection of judges shall be
determined, subject to the approval of the
President of the University, by a commit-
tee of three to be appointed by the Presi-
dent.
Prism Work Progressing
According to Schedule
The work on the 1937 Prism is pro-
gressing according to schedule. Theo
University print shop has been dusy dur-
ing the past week with the printing of the
opening section of sixteen pages which
introduces the volume. Several attractive
cuts of prominent members of the admin-
istration and familiar scenes about the
campus have been provided and will do
much to materially add to the appearance
of the volume. At the present time en-
graving is being done for the senior and
junior sections of the Prism. It is ex-
pected that the engraving will be com-
pleted in about a week, after which the
activities of the members of the junior
class will be printed. 700 copies of the
Prism will be printed.
Harold Webb, who is in charge of the
sports Section, rept/fts that that depart-
ment is nearly completed with the excep-
tion of several stories which cannot be
written until some of the important ath-
letic events to come have taken place.
Richard White of Myers' studios is doing
a considerable part of the photography
for this section.
Oliver Eldridge has been named to take
charge of the Petri,, temporarily while
aVillett Rowlands, the editor-in-chief, is
convalescing in the Eastern Maine Gen-
eral Hospital from an attack of appendi-
citis.
Ellis Announces Assembly To Be Valuable Natural History
All Scholarships Held Tonight Collection Is PresentedOf Fall Semester
To University MuseumDonations to Students
Are Increased by
Anonymous Sum
Scholarship awards for the fall semes-
ter have just been announced by Prof. Mil-
ton Ellis, chairman of the Faculty Com-
mittee on Honors. The usual scholar-
ship offerings to students have been swol-
len this year by an anonymous donation
of $1,000 which has been dispersed where
it would seem to do the most good by a
sub-committee appointed front members
of the Honors Committee.
The Payson Scholarship of $100, which
is awarded upon evidence of character,
scholarship, and need, has been awarded
to 1Villiam S. Crowell '37, of South
Portland; Paul I.. Garvin '36, of Alfred;
and George J. Harrison '30, of Minitel'.
The Lincoln County Alunmi Associa-
tion Scholarship of $50 has been awarded
to Actor T. Abbott '36, of Trevett.
A scholarship of $50 given by the Phil-
adelphia Alumni Association has been
given to Ralph A. Helsel '37, of Leigh-
ton, Pa.
Malcolm L. Tilton '36, of Burnham,
has beets awarded the Central Maine
Alumni Association Scholarship of $75.
Recipients of generous sums, ranging
from $50 to $100, from the $1000 anony-
mous bequest, have been Richard nither,
of Dexter ; John Hart, of Orono; Priscil-
la Haskell, of Wiscasset ; Margaret Har-
riman, of Ellsworth; Edward Hayes, of
Orono; George McLellan. of Old Town;
Ilernard Perkins, of Orono; Clarence
Place, of Biddeford; Robert Rich, of
Portland; Frederick Waterhouse, of
Kennebunk ; Ida Mae Hart, of Milbridge;
Richard Chase, of Orono; Edward Red-
man, of Bangor; and George Hitchings,
Jr., of Pittsburg. Pa.
The York County Alumni Scholarship,1
the Waldo County Alumni Scholarship, I
and the Rhode Island Alumni Scholar- I
ship will be awarded shortly.
Summer Session
Has New Offers
Peterson Gives List
Of All Subjects
For Session
Plans for the annual University of
Maine summer session to be held from
July 6 to August 14 were announced
today by Prof. Roy M. Peterson, Direc-
tor of the Summer Session.
The teaching staff for the session will
consist of 27 members of the University
faculty and eleven brought in from out-
side. I,ast year, students were present
from eighteen states and Canada. The
attendance at the session took a sharp
increase, rising from 350 in 1934 to 473
in 1935.
There will he several features of the
Summer Session this year. These will
include two two-day institutes; the Jun-
ior-Senior High School Institute, dealing
svith educational problems, and the Maine
Institute of World Affairs, dealing with
current history, especially in the Far-
Eastern field. Well-known experts will
also lecture and conduct conferences.
Work for summer students will be of-
fered in the following departments:
Chemistry, Economics, Education, Eng-
lish, French, German, History and Gov-
ernment. Home Economics, Latin. Mathe-
matics and Astomomv. School Music,
Physical Education, Physics, Psychology,
Public Speaking, Pulp and Paper Tech-
nidogy, and biology.
New work will be offered in the field
of education for commercial teachers.
The following courses will be offered
at the Summer Session for the first time:
Introduction to the Social Sciences, Busi-
ness Organization and Finance. English
Activities in the Primary Grades, Meth-
ods of Teaching Junior Business Train-
ing, Methods of Teaching Shorthand and
Typewriting. Methods of Teaching Book-
keeping. Supervision of English and Cur- I
related Subjects in Intermediate and
Grammar Grades, Supervision of the So-
cial Studies in the Elementary School,
Present-Day Maine Writers, Newspapers
in the Twentieth Century, Trois Coups
slued sur Fame et le monde moderne.,
Apuleius and his Influence, Descriptive
Physics. Electrical Measurements. Teach-
er's Course in Physics, Debate Coaching
in High Schools, and Human Structure
and Function.
The Bunetin of the Summer Session is '
now being printed. Students interested in /
receiving a copy may obtain one about •
March 1 from the Sommer Session office
or the Registrar.
Maine Alumnus To Talk
On Shipbuilding in
Little Theatre
Lincoln Colcord, nationally famous
writer and lecturer, will be the guest
speaker at a special assembly at the Uni-
versity of Maine. Thursday evening, Feb-
ruary 13, when he will talk on the sub-
ject "Ship Building on the Penobscot."
Mr. Colcord is particularly well known
by reputation to the students, since he is
the author of the words to the historic
"Stein Song" and since he has written the
authoritative history of shipbuilding along
the Penobscot valley.
The special assembly is particularly in-
teresting at this time in view of the
display being sponsored by the Bangor
Historical Society in the Bangor Public
Library of things pertaining to marine
life; because of the recent display of
colonial antiques at the University ; and
especially since two new courses are be-
ing given this semester by the College of
Arts and Sciences that deal specifically
with the sea. The new course given by
the mathematics department on "Naviga-
tion" and the new course offered by the
history department on "Maritime His-
tory," makes the lecture by Mr. Colcord
especially timely.
The assembly will he held in the Little
Theatre froni 7:30 to 8:30 o'clock in
the evening and the public is invited to
attend. That part of the lecture coming
from 745 to 8:00 o'clock will be broad-
cast over WLBZ.
Maine To Enter
Writing Contest
To Compete with Vermont
and New Hampshire
Universities
The University of Maine is to compete
with the University of New Hampshire
and the University of Vermont in a con-
test of short story, essay, and verse on
April 15. with the first, second, and third
prizes of $25, $15 and $10, respectively.
For determining rank in competition:
first place, five points; second place,
three points; third 'place. two points.
Last year the contest was won by the
University of New Hampshire which won
first place in all Once contests. Maine
winning second and third places in short
story was nosed out for second place by
a one-third of a point lead.
The following rules governing the con-
tests have been announced for this year:
1. All contributions accepted for the
competition must be submitted in tripli-
cate and in typewritten form.
2. Neither the name of the competitor
nor any indication of his university shall
appear on er in MS submitted. Manu-
scripts shall be unsigned. A scaled enve-
lope with the title of the work on the
outside and the writer's name inside must
be passed in with the MS.
Carnival Plans Are 3. Each contribution shall
Nearing Completion pained by a signed statement on a separate
Much Interest in Snow
Sculpturing Shown
By Fraternities
Plans for the Winter Carnival to be
held the weekend of February 21 are now
rapidly nearing completion. The carni-
sal, which. is the gala evert of the season,
will offer much of interest and entertain-
ment to both students and outside visi-
tors.
A great deal of thought is being given
by the fifteen fraternities on the campus
to the subject of snow sculpture. The
rivalry among the various organizations
promises to be of the keenest with much
, strategy to be eventually uncovered. Beta
' Theta Pi, Phi Gamma Delta, and Lambda
Chi Alpha will be out to repeat their suc-
cesses of last year, but the competition
looms dangerous. A letter has been sent
I to all organizations by Alton Prince '36,
president of the Maine Outing Club, urg-
ing their entry into the contest this year.
A novel feature used last year was the
coloring of the sculpture with different
shades of dye applied after the completion
of the model. The attractive eighteen
inch trophy will be on display at the
bookstore throughout the coming week.
The judges for the snow sculpture will
be President Arthur A. Hauck, Registrar
James A. Gannett, Prof. Ferdinand H.
Steinmetz, and Prof. Helen A. Lengyel.
anuti„1- judge is yet to be picked.
Intramural Hall Plans
The highlight of the social season will
be the Intramural Ball on the eve of
‘Vashingtotils birthday. The Intrarnucal
(Contiowed ow Page Five)
Clarke & Cooper Debate
Bates Team Over Air
(,e urge Clarke and Erwin Cooper rep-
resented the University of Maine in a
debate with a Bates team held over station
W1.114 Bangor, last Thursday evening.
Maine argued the affirmative of the ques-
tion. "Resolved, That the several states
should enact legislation providing for a
complete medical service at public ex-
Maine's team asserted that state medi-
cine should be instituted because many
persons now cannot afford medical Ser-
vice as it is dispensed at present, or live
in districts where it is not available. A
plan of state medicine, they argued, would
be feasible, not too expensive, and, be-
cause for the best interests of all con-
cerned, desirable.
To these arguments the Bates debaters
countered with statements to the effect
that all but a very few people were get-
ting adequate relief at present and that
the plan for state medicine would he un-
American and socialistic. Further, they
insisted, it would lie impracticable because
too expensive.
Professor J. II. Waring, the head of
the department of Horticulture, will at-
tend the Western Maine Fruit Growers
annual convention in Auburn February 13
and 14.
be accom-
sheet that time author has received no as-
sistance of any kind in writing the paper
submitted.
4. C.ontributions must not be used for
any other purpose prior to their being
submitted in this competition. No restric-
tion is placed upon their use after the
awards in the competition have been
announced.
5 No restriction is placed upon the
number of contributions which tnay be
submitted by any one student, but no
student may be awarded more than one
place in each of the three contests.
6. Poems are limited to two hundred
and fifty lines in length, essays to three
thousand words, and short stories to
five thousand words.
7. All contributions submitted by each
University must be in the hands of the
Registrar not later than Wednesday,
April 15, 1936.
Many New Students
Enroll For Spring
Registration Shows Increase
In Number of Returning
Students
New students admitted to the Univer-
sity for the spring semester are: Mrs.
Clare W. Davies, Orono, special student;
In the School of Education: Harry L.
Mickalide, Farmington, from Farming-
ton Normal School; Elizabeth Sylvester,
Saco, from Gorham Normal School. In
the sophomore class in Arts and Sciences:
John M. Raymond, from Brown Univer-
sity, Peabody, Mass.; In the freshman
class: Ros Leighton Miller, Quincy,
Mass. Students returned to time Univer-
sity are: Graduate students, Kathryn
Jean Kierstead, lIA., Maine, 1931, West-
field; Horace Asa Pratt, B.S., Maine,
1930, Hinckley ; Katherine Woodworth
Trickey, B.A., Maine, 1932, Bangor; and
Vivian Drinkwater, B.A., Maine, 1931,
Brewer. In the senior class are: Janet
Campbell, Ed., Brewer; Ralph Corrigan,
Millinocket ; Reginald Hargreaves,
Es., New Bedford, Mass.; Ilarold Lord,
Jr., Es., Westbrook ; Louise Steeves, FAL,
Lincoln. In the junior class are: Carolyn
Brown. Arts, Skowhegan; Richard Hig-
gins, Es., Bangor; Donald Poole, Ea.,
k'inalhaven. In the sophomore class is:
Joseph Hamlin, Arts, Bar Harbor. In
the freshman class arc : James McNulty,
Jr., Ch.Eng., Milford; Lillian Mitchell,
Arts, Orono; John Mutt)', Arts, Bangor.
The special students are: W. Ellis Davies,
Bangor Theological Seminary, 1934, Oro-
no; Ils•mati Gotlieb, Tech., Maine, 1935,
Bangor ; Marguerite Hurd, B.A., 1933,
Orono.
NOTICE
Undergraduate men and women who
are inlet ested in. and qualified for, posi-
tions as camp counselors in boys' and
girls' summer camps for the corning sea-
son are advised to see the Placement Di-
rector at Room 12, Fernald Hall, at the
earliest possible time to file applications.
Only orwe in 30 years has time Princeton
co-operative store failed to pay a 10 per
cent dividend.
Many Rare Specimans
Soon to be Shown
In Coburn
GIFT OF MRS. MUNSON
Was Collected by Late
Anson Allen, Noted
Naturalist
President Arthur A. Hauck, of the
University of Maine, announced today
the receipt of a valuable natural history
collection which was collected by and is
to bear the name of Anson .Allen. The
gift, V1 hich was presented to the Univer-
sity by Mrs. al attic Munson, of Orono,
daughter of Mr. Allen, includes many
hundreds of specimens of birds, plants,
insects, and mollusks, and is the most
valuable gift of this type which the Uni-
versity has received in many years.
There are 114 birds of local varieties,
some of which are the now extinct pas-
senger pigeons and 50 nests with eggs,
both of which will he valuable study ma-
terial for ornithology; 1200 sheets of
plants; several hundred specimens of in-
sects; and about 2000 shells of both fresh
and salt water varieties, and is believed
to be one of the most complete mollusk
collections in the state. Sonic of the spec-
imens date back to 1867 and all were ex-
pertly and beautifully mounted by Mr.
Allen.
The collection is in excellent ciaidition,
having been carefully preserved by Mrs.
Munsen. Many nature lovers of Orono
and vicinity have been privileged to view
the collection which has been located in
Mrs. Munson's home. After cataloging,
it will be displayed in the University
Museum in Coburn hall and will be ac-
cessible to both students and the public.
Announcement will be made when the
display is ready for inspection.
Mrs. Munson is known to he a friend
of the University, having shown much
interest in its affairs. She served as
matron of the Maples for two years, and
later for three years occupied a similar
position its Balentine Hall, the largest
girls' residence hall on the campus. Mrs.
Munson's husband, the late Dr. Welton
M. Munson, served the University for 16
years as professor of horticulture and
landscape gardening and pomologist, for
the agricultural experiment station. In
addititin to distinguished services in these
capacities he, perhaps more than any other
person, is responsible for the beauty of
the older sections of the University cam-
pus. having beeti very active in the plant-
ing of trees and shrubs.
Many Fraternities
Elect New Officers
Eight fraternities have had elections
of officers this semester. Tau Epsilon
Phi, Phi Gamma Delta, Delta Tau Delta,
Beta Theta Pi, Theta Chi, and Sigma
Nu will hold their elections in the spring.
Kappa Sigma: Grand Master, Robert
Allen, Rockland ; Grand Procurator, Rob-
ert True, Newburyport, Mass.; Grand
Master of Ceremonies, William Whiting,
Portland; Treasurer, I.incoln Fish, Con-
cord, Mass.; Scribe, Charles Cain, Port-
land.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Pres., Alvin
Heald, Union; Vice Pres., Kenneth
Chute, Harrison; Sec., Gerald Beverage,
North Haven; Treas., John Miller, Cam-
den.
Phi Kappa Sigma: Pres., James Wake-
field, Cumberland Center; Treas., James
Morrison, Bradford Center; Sec., How-
ard Forrestall, Portland,
Phi Eta Kappa: Pres., Gustavus Mc-
Laughlin. Dyer Brook; Vice Pres., Men-
vale Sylvester, Mars Hill; Treas., Dana
Thompson, Presque Isle; Sec., Kenneth
Young, Sherman Mills.
Sigma Chi: Pres., Raynor Brown, Nor-
way Lake; Vice Pres., Gardner Grant,
Cherryfield; Treas., Raymond Atherton,
Orono; Sec., Ralph Hawkcs, York Vil-
lage.
Lambda Chi: Pres., "Bill" Stillman,
Green, R. I.; Vice Pres., 'Bob" Laverty,
Newton, Mass.; Sec., "Dick" Staples,
Gardiner, ; Treas., Charlie Stinchfield,
Wayne.
Phi Mu Delta : Pres., Edwin Bates,
Bath , Vice Pres., Albert Owens, Port-
land; Sec., Wm. Messeck, Haverhill,
Mass.; Comptroller, Shirley Parsons,
South Paris,
Alpha Tau Omega: Pres., "Fred" Mills,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.; Vice Pres., Fred
crick Parsons, West Medford, Mass.;
Treas., Alan Duff, Augusta; Sec, Rob-
ert Salisbury, Ellsworth.
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"Sheep Range in Flocks,
the Eagle Flies Alone..
The Wright brothers were IIK•ke(1 WW1
a, eccentric,: F.IIIsilt1 "WC was regarded
a• a crank ; and pt' ple thought i,00clyear
was crazy. Yet these three men, and
Many others who lived under the oppripbri-
tins if the tie quilace, disregarded the SCIffn
and ridicule iif their fellowmen and went
the ir way alone. Despite their hardships,
niany of which were imposed by the people
whom they were trying to benefit, they
conquered, anti gave to the world many in-
ventitais that have now come tithe regard-
ed as necessities.
Maio of the vvorld's greatest thinkers
were I...ked upon as mad or fools and dur-
tog their life-times they were often perse-
cuted and even gave their lives for their
beliefs. But they disregarded the scorn
and the sneers of their fellowmen; they
had their es es lifted to the stars--they
were ma 1..und densis by the intellectual
lazine•s ot theit CIIIIITTIIIIIIIranteS; they
had :MIL right or wrong. persecuted
..r sowned, they clung t.. their beliefs un-
til they were pre 'veil wrong.
In most cases it has been a story of
struggle against tlw coliventionaliml mind
if the masses. who dislike anything new
or different that would require thinight or
change. Time has changed the masses
but little; the) ate still ready to scoff at
atlything new and to persecute those who
propose any-thing new. The idealists and
thinkers still have prejudice and tradition
to contend with.
Inveliti..n. have c.nne So rapidly and
for the 111.,-.1 part have proved se, efficient
and beneficial that people are less willing
to make hurried and dogmatic assertions
comernioe the practicability of new in-
venti..os but they are still very dogmatic
coos-eon:1g two ideas in the realms of
patties. religion. and other social subjects
that atiect the IllAsses. Ti a certain
estent du- situation is unavoidable. The
masse• are essentially conservative anti
not until a inert sigorous and less hide-
bound mitt. 'I instills a certain degree of
teolessoess mi.. the pipulace doe• prog-
ress Ortne.
()lir l'SpeCt, set' much sluggishness
among the iw•ple as a whole but in insti-
tution...1 is:4111111g ,I101 AS the University
of Mame the students should he open-
nmuled. eager to listen and to examine
the new But alas. -itch is not always the
case. 'The student is sir at Maine. and at
many other colleges As well, takes slowly
to the new or pr4,gressise. and it IS not so
much a case of making a careful examina-
tion ccl it before making a decision but,
lather. is a case of ignoring the issue al-
together.
Many ,tudents scoff at persons or or-
ganizations that have something new or
cliff eren. to i tIet Their first move is not
to not...neat.: %%hat the person or organ-
izati..n stands tor and barn if there is,
tierhaps. s4,1111I. good 111 it N... their first
move is up criticize adversely. Even if
much
-needed retorms are ptoposed they
are not concerned. In man) cases they
are oblivious to the need for reforms anti
if they do realize that reforms are neces-
sary, they are unwilling to exert them-
selves to accomplish anything.
To simunat ire. The college student
should he open-minded at all turtles, he
slh.tild seek h. remedy obs loos ills; and
above all. he shosild avoid apathy in action
aml the if it were a subtle and
deadly potsim.
CORRESPONDENCE
(The corrosposoesc• c.imiucal it The Campus
are opts tio he ptIbil: as pertiaest subjects,
sad letters are weicomed All letters should
bo signed with th• seitbori real seine but •
pea name will be used in pub.ic•ties of Use
letter if doused The ideas stated in thee,
columns are sot necessarily those of The Cam-
pus and should not be se considered The ell
tor reserves the right to witkluld say letter
or • part of asp latter.)
T.1 the Editor of the Maine Campus,
Dear Sir:
%. the official in charge of the NY -Se,
I will greatly appreciate your giving pub-
licity to the following appeal.
Because of the disastrous losses of the
Oak Hall fire and the after-effects of
business depression still existing in the
State of Maine, applications for assist-
ance through NYA work, instead of de-
creasing at this time as appeared last
year. have increased materially, giving
rise to a very serious situation for a
number of students. The total number
4.! applications this year has greatly ex-
ceeded those of last year and the program
has already absorbed as many students as
Is possible.
The seriousness of this situation and
the desperate need of many new appli-
cants for this aid induces me to issue a
personal appeal to all NYA workers. If
any Mellor sec men who have received aid
fur the first semeter feel that by any
perscinal sacrifice they could allow some
other needy student to work in their place
for the rest of the year such action would
be an evidence of the sportsmanship and
self-sacrifice which has long been as-
sociated with the students of the Univer-
sity of Maine.
In man cases losses by fire have been
added to illness at home, business reverses
4.r disappc.intment in anticipated assist-
WW1'. Many are faced with the possibil-
it). of being forced to leave school. This
letter is a personal appeal to the fair play
and sportsmanship of any Maine students
who may he in a position to give help to
these fellow students by relinquishing
NY. -k work.
I shall be glad to discuss the matter
individually with those students who feel
that tory can make this sacrifice.
Sincerely yours.
Philip J. Brockway
Placement Director
To the Edinir of the Campus,
Dear Ed.,
I am writing you a letter, but only as
a mirror for a larger public. I want the
campus to lend me their eyes; their ears
I leave them for class work.
Elsewhere in this issue appears an ar-
ticle on the Maine Masque which, in its
closing paragraph. attempts to bring out
the task that faces that organization in
it next play. We agree with the article.
It is an ambitious attempt, and it repre-
stilts the kind ot ambition that should
call forth support. Since I have been
connected with the Masque, that support
has bells lacking. Whether it is due
to a lack tel interest on the part of the
student NO). or just plain. ordinary apa-
thy I do not kits use ; but surely this atti-
tude, whatever it may be, can stand a
change.
The student body is a hard task-master.
Many of us who have tried to please
them. and who have come enore than half
way, have found that out.' The Masque.
for example. has lowered its prices this
year, with an eye to the students in par-
ticular, but the results have been negli-
gible. It can't be that the students just
don't like plays. for that idea won't fit
into an educated college community. It
can't be that they haven't the motley, for
our prices are lower than those of any
other l'1,11rgiate organization. and not
much above the price of a ontyie. After
all there must he a certain price level.
for the presentation of a play includes
many expenses about which the student
know. nothing.
Just as reminders of this expense I of-
fer royalties ($50 to $100, for two
nights). material for sets and props that
run into good-sized bills for building ma-
terials. I-I /S(11111t, that cannot he too shab-
by. makenp materials, stage properties
such AS spot-lights, curtains, cycloramas,
avid last but not least. advertising. These
are but a few of the expenses the Masque
faces in presenting a play.
It isn't that I ask for support simply
as a cent einem way to meet such ex-
penses. Hardly, for to do so would cre-
ate antagonism itself. The Masque can
get alottg in the future as it has in the
past, but frankly, the Masque was not
founded simply for faculty and outsiders
alone. The Masque wants students; it
wants those who created it to take an ac-
tive part in its existence. Though Mar-
tin Scrivener might have judged i as
such, it is not and never was a profes-
sional organization appealing to the pub-
lic. It's a student organization created
by and for students. As such, is it un-
fair when it asks for the student's sup-
port I don't think See; its r will you
when you remember that it is your own
Sincerely yours.
James Day, President
CHURCH NOTICE
Hi slit tircso•ter will ”tliciate at the
monthly 1-1,11111111t1I. 41 for Episcipal stn.
dents held February lo at the M.C.A.
reading r...rn at Y -00 a ni. lie will be
assisted by the Episcopal chaplain, Rev.
.1 H. Bess..t11 ,oi.1 the usual light refresh-
ments will follow
'I See by the Papers
(R.H.G.)
.kn example of shortsightedness and ig-
norance of the methods of propaganda
V.55 brought out in the Senate's recent
munitions investigations with J. P. Mor-
6:411 as the star witness. Mr. Morgan
stated to the committee that it was -bet-
ter to die than to live without your coun-
try's self respect and independence." And
later on he stated that "Germany drove
us into the war by a series of acts ending
with the sinking of the Lusitania."
The Press is of the opinion that Mn.
Morgan really believes that such is the
case. Mr. Morgan, being pro-British to
his bushy eyebrows, was blind to every-
thing else and Saw only that the British
and French were saving the world from
the terrible "Huns." It seems that Mr.
Morgan fell, tusik, line, and sinker, for
the Allied propaganda and that sending
billions of dollars and millions of dough-
boys from the United States into foreign
territory was the only thing the United
States could do without sacrificing its
national honor. Overlooking this bit of
chauvinistic patriotism on Mn. Morgan's
part, what this column would like to
know is why didn't Morgan contribute
the many millions he made out of the
murder of American soldiers to the Al-
lied cause or to rehabilitation of the Allied
nations once the war was over. Oh no.
That would have been economically un
5' cUtId.
-
Things are going hard for Mussolini
and his imperial legions. Winter rains
falling early this year brought a tremen-
dous setback to the Ethiopian campaign.
So far the only gains made have been the
taking of several collectipins of straw and
mud huts which Italian press dispatches
have labeled as cities; the murder of a
few Ethiopian spear carriers; and the
bombing of a Swedish Red Cross hospital.
It doesn't seem as if Mussolini were
g g to win this year, if at all, and the
consequences of such a delay are not pleas-
ant to think about. Although Ethiopia
may be but a comparatively small tract of
desert land in the most arid part of Afri-
ca, the policies, and perhaps destinies, of
several nations are involved. Great Brit-
ain and France are afraid that an Ethiopi-
an victory would mean a revolt on the
part of their colonials in Africa and in
India as well. They're sorry now that
they didn't help Italy more. One of the
reason., outside tel fear of a continental
war, that they haven't enforced the oil
embargo is that it would probably ensure
Italy's defeat in Africa and now they feel
that they don't want that. Roth France
and Great Britain now feel that they
wished they had dime something about
the Laval-lb care than of partitioning
Ethiopia into spheres of influence hut pub-
lic opinion has prevented that so far. It
would seem to this colunm that the pow-
ers behind the I.eague of Nations intend-
ed to use the League of Nations for their
own sweet will hut that the situation got
a hit out of hand. It all goes to show
what an educated public opinion can do.
he Saint Georges of the committee,
out to haul the dragon of ruthless finance
t J. P. Morgan) from his lair, found in-
stead such a friendly iild dog trey that
their show has been almost spoiled.-
Alice Longworth.
Why. Alice! Imagine you, of all people,
acknowledging Mr. Mt rgan's biological
propinquity to the genus canine!
The other day Senator Norris (R.)
charged President Roosevelt of "playing
politics" in the Post Office Departtnent
and complained bitterly of the methods
used in selecting [Postmasters.
We agree with Mr. Norris that politics
should he kept out of the post office but
he must tememher that there may not be
enough stamp collectors to till all the jobs.
.% recent news item stated that Soviet
scientists were bombarding potatoes and
peas and were getting Increased produc-
tion We stiggi•st that for quicker results.
they. might try a bomb or two in Man
cblUijiuc i.
-
$3.000.000 profit on an $11,500.000 war-
ship was made by the New York Ship-
building Company. according to revela-
tions made by the Senate Munitions In-
vestigations Committer.
Just as a suggestion to you seniors who
are looking for a position. not a job,
following your graduations, and want to
be around where the big money is, you
might send your applications to the afore-
mentioned concern.
Either that, or you could buy up the last
isuse of Graustarkian 100's preferred (you
can get them dirt-cheap) and then get
the l'. S. to send over a couple of bat-
tleships. On second thought, perhaps you
had better wait until the Liberty League
builds up a little more influence.
Dr. A. C. Andrews, professor of classi-
cal languages, was recently notified that
he has been elected a member of the execu-
tive committee of the Classical Associa-
tion of New England for the years 1936-
38. The meeting of the Association this
spring is to be held at Bowdoin.
Three meals a day can't produce maxi-
rutin) physical and mental efficiency. say
Yale physiologists. They recommend more
frequent and more moderate feedings,
CCLI_EGIANA
tiny canary bird. Harvard rivals kid-
naped the little fellow recently. Isn't it
awful! —The Daily Trojan
"SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW"
By Joe College
Ho. ho! It seems that the female gender is still all wrapped up in 
sore,'TWF.ET! TWEET! ing. Just one big happy wrangle. %se should say. But then. statisti,„ state ,
f
Mawot of the Yale Daily News is a of all college students are nuts. 
Another movement of the era is the migrat..
cowbarns of some of the more detoted partnerships on campus. Tsck, tsck.
)
yAi ndi le. thf:rnetxtaiemrep'slethiAs isny,tstiemt cuotef ? 
The masterful efficiency of the 
!Salentineha having towns named alter ine. Crouse iron: ,
would naturally lead to the suggestion of having buzzer boys And we , ...,, •
Sally, of recent Nese Yorker fame, ever heard the old adage of the little pitc, . • •
ing big ears? It seems that a certain loquacious creature, Davies by r..,
spires his fellow students by his ministerial zest during recitations. And „
this about Dan Cupid getting all het up a week ahead of time over Libby I.
a Phi Mu Delta pin? It has been suggested that the scarf headdress rn.,;
vestigial feature of Jeannette McKenzie's Bohemian ancestry. We wouldn't ls:
What's all this silly prattle about Pal Hutchins getting 4 point, or somp'm . .
Anna—Anna pronounced with a broad A, note—didn't. Fie, for shame!
the libe is full of buzzes and snickers of late Did you all hear about Is,, s;:\''
bringing a pair of galoshes to the Pembroke red head who roosted at Bale:: • • ''
week? Or of Bill Hooper's nightly vigils at Eastern Maine General? We .) .
prove. Mayhap it would be appreciated if Ethel Dunbar would give instr•. •3. the Dunbar method of the dance. Nlayhap, we said Isn't it funny how a f.,
Modern art does not rate very highly inadvertently turned on Mary-Hale Sutton can get her all hot and bothere,l
in the mind of one of our professors, who cested, so to speak. Ah me! what will the coming week bring forth, we W1 1.,
is an authority in that field. He recently Rank time is party time for the profs it seems Why, haven't you heard'
declared. "Most of modern art looks like Morrow was on the 
receiving end of a small shower of various and sundry
ma 
,
the day he gave an exam to the history jors while just the other day Bill '.
a nianure spreader upholstered in pink!" brought a box of cholocates to Doc Martin and the lads in the chemistry ..-
—The Mass. Collegian Hmmmm Wonder where the Ox house is at this yere University?
of the Orono Institution the gals replied "Oh, no. But we're fro
after going through a lengthy and careful process of getting ready to clia],
hear emanating from a booth down the way but the Stein Song Their cliri4.sin
minded professor story #1 Was Mr. LeRoy crestfallen last Saturday ,
these trackmen cut capers when they go to the big cities .. .We under-sii
authentic sources that Bob DeWick, Sid Hurwitz, and Johnny Murray
getting the best of them they investigated and found a couple of highspirited .arses
rendering said song with evident gusto . Asking said females if they were alumnat
letters have been received of late with the above address inscribed thereon \1;,' -
Colvin Informal he found out that it had been held the night before? \\-
visited one of them there Chinese Restaurants with a real orcmhesBtrs0:111.iii.i,
Bean City last weekend And while killing a bowl of sub gum what sliou:....;:e,
.1une-
tion" It's a small world
2.
DO YOU?
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Horses neck— .
Don't you?
—The Pine
4.
She sits in the class
With the greatest cif ease
Her face is made up
But not so her knees.
Another is there.
Her lessons down pat,
She knows all the books,
You can bet on that.
But who do you think
Makes "A" in the buzz-s-
The studious girl?
You're darned right she does.
—Oklahoma Daily
5.
As the agronomy major said, "Weed
them and reap." —The Mass Collegian
6.
Advertisement in student newspaper at
DePauw University: LOST—A Tri Delt
pin with Elizabeth K. Finch on back.
—The Daily Trojan
7-
I wish I were a kangaroo,
Despite his funny stances;
I'd have a place to put the junk
My girl brings to the dances.
--The Vanderbilt Hustler
• • • • • •
8.
And here is an ad in the tempo of the
tittle: WANTED—room and broad, rea-
sonable. —The .1/035. Collegian
9.
"Is my lecture clear to you students?"
asked a professor at Riverside Jaysee.
"Yea.' came that famous voice from
the rear of the room. "clear as mud."
"Fine," answered the instructor. "That
proves that it covers the ground."
—The Vermont Cynic
10.
CHEMISTRY OF THE FAIRER SEX
Symbol—WO.
Member of the human family.
Specific Gravity--Variable; molecular
structure exceedingly variable.
Occurrence—Can be found wherever man
exist.
Plosical Properties--All colors, sizes,
and shapes.
Generally appears in disguised condition;
natural surface rarely free from an ex-
traneous covering of textiles or film
of grease and pigments.
Melts readily when properly treated.
Boils at nothing and may freeze at any
moment.
Ordinarily sweet. occasionally sour, and
sometimes bitter.
Chemical l'roperties—Exceedingly vola-
tile. highly inflammable and dangerous
in the hands of an inexprienced person.
Possesses great affinity for gold, silver,
platinum and precious stones of all
kinds.
Capable of absorbing astonishing quanti-
ties of expensive foods and beverages.
React, violently when left alone. Turns
green when placed next to a better
appearing specimen,
kges rapidly. Exchange. via the Quar-
terly 4.1 Phi Beta Pi.
—The Rates Student
Fellowship Church
On Sunday. Prof. Herbert Day Lamson
will speak at 10:30 a.m. at Fellowship
Church. on the subject "The Christian
Church and World Brotherhood."
Special music by Fellowship Choir tin-
der leadership of Mr. William Cupp with
Miss Stella Powers at the piano.
At 6:30 p.m. the Young People's Club.
Abenakies. will meet next door to the
Community House.
Charles Buck will speak on the Quad-
rennial Student Volunteer Convention re-
cently held at Indianapolis. Indiana.
All young people cordially invited.
Methodist Episcopal Church
February 16
It) :30 Morning Worship. Sermon,
"The Measure of a Man," Mn. Bedew
speaking.
Soloist. Mrs. V*lilbur Park organist,
Professor Harry Smith; Vested Choir.
7 :(111 The Evening .Assembly, followed
by The Adult Forty's'. Mn, Bedew will
lead in a discussion of the question "The
Proposed Plan of Uniting the Three
Branches of Methodism—Shall We Ap-
prove It?"
.•
U. of I. Radio
Broadcasts
WIBZ. Bangor. and WRDO,
Augusta
All Broadcasts at 7:45 unless
otherwise noted
Thursday, February 13
I.incoln Colcord on "Shipbuilding"
Friday, February 14
"Campus News of the Week"
Raymond H. Gailey, Editor
Sunday, February 16
Readings by Mark Bailey, Profes-
sor of Public Speaking
3:15-3:30 p.m.
Monday, February 17
"Maine Minerals" by C. A. Braut-
lecht. Professor of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering
Tuesday, February 18
"Agriculture in Colonial Maine"
by J. H. Waring, Professor of
Horticulture
Wednesday, February 19
"The Potato Outlook" by W. E.
Schrumpf. Assistant Economist,
Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station
Thursday, February 20
Student Musical Broadcast
Program to be announced
--5
Dean's List for Fall Semester
Is Announced
(Cmainucd from Page One)
SPECIALS
John E. Hart, Matthew B. Trembly.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Actor T. Abbott, Jr., Ernest T. Adams,
Willians F. Barker, Frederick M. Beal,
John F. Bennett. Jr., James A. Board-
man, Philip N. Bower, Everett L. Brew-
er. 1Voodford B. Brown, Elwood D. Bry-
ant, Nelson B. Carter, John M. Coombs,
Frank R. Cowan, William E. Crowell,
Firth L. Dennett, Alan D. Duff, Jr.,
Cranston %V. Folley, Howard M. Good-
win. Alton S. Ham. Ralph F. Illyes.
Joseph H. Lewis, William W. Lewis,
Dwight E. Lord, Sumner H. Lull, Thom-
as E. I.ynch, Francis J. NIcAlary. Wen-
dell F. Matchett, Royal 0. Mehann. Paul
W. Morgan, Shirley R. Parsons, Richard
A. Pfuntner. Richard W. Raymond,
Thomas F. Reed, Richard M. Spear,
Gerald E. Stoughton, Sherman Vannah,
_lames A. Wakefield. Jr., George S. Wil-
liams. Jr.. Kenneth B. Young.
FRESHMEN
Carleton H. Clark, Louis C. Costrell,
Carl F. Davis, Elroy K. Day, Robert W.
Doe, Charles M. Holbrook. Malbon H.
Jennings, Alan F. Kirkpatrick. Clark G.
Kuney. Alexander H. Raye, John F.
Raye, Frederick H. Stetson, Stanley T.
Titcomb, John F. Whitney.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Chester D. Bachellor, Richard W.
Briggs. Clifton L. Carroll, Frank N.
Eugene Coffin. Alan C. Corbett, Arthur L.
Crouse, John R. Dean, William R. Din-
neen, Raymond K. Dunlevy, Ann E. Eli-
asson. Thomas D. Evans, Karl A. Fitch,
Rachel Fowles, Edith 0. Gardner, Paul
L. Garvin, Richard W. Gerry. Earle E.
Gray.
Elizabeth Gruginskis, Clyde E. Hig-
gins, Edith B. Hill, Miriam A. Hilton,
George L. Houston, Leslie M. Hutchings,
Beatrice F. Jones. Francis G. Jones, Nor-
ton P. Keene, Henry F. Lowe. Robert
E. McKusick, Gustavus A. McLaughlin,
Arland R. Meade, Althea H. Millen,
Josie V. Naylor. John W. Oliver, Thom-
as W. Owens, Andrew W. Poulsen, Lu-
cinda E. Rich, Sargent Russell, Charles
B. Sibley. Chester W. Smith, Malcolm
L. Tilton. Glen W. Torrey, Charles C.
Tropp, Fred E. Winch, Jr.. Charles Woel-
fel, Carl A. Worthley, Harold E. Young.
TWO-YEAR AGRICULTURE
Richard M. Smith.
FRESHMEN
Gwendolyn M. Baker, William H.
Craig, Dana E. Drew. Philip F. Grant,
Walton E. Grundy, Edna L. flarri.son.
Lois Leavitt, Merwin A. Marston.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Barbara Colby, Cathryn R. lloctor.
George I. Morrison, Raymond E. Mon.
ton, Sarah C. Pike, Martha Simmons
Wesley Judkins of the department of
Horticulture spoke to the Kennebec Val-
ley Garden Club on Tuesday afternoon.
February 4. His subject was "The Pro-
duction of Bedding Plants for the FL ‘k.er
Garden."
41;111*Nits
ORONO
Thurs., Feb. 1
with
"RIFFRAFF"
Jests Harlow and Spence.]
Fri. and Sat., Feb. 14-1.
"THE LITTLEST REBEL-
starring
Shirley Temple and John
Mon., Feb. 17
"ROSE OF THE
RANCHO"
also
"ROSE BOWL CLASS.
sluiwing
Great Tournament of R•
Parade and Football Cla•-•
between Stanford Universit) i
Scnithern Methodist Unix ,
Tues., Feb. 18
Lily Pons in
"I DREAM TOO MUCH'
You'll more than appreciate
SOUND SYSTEM when y
the glorious voice of Miss l'
also
"ROSE BOWL CLASSIC"
\\ eel., Feh. 19
"THE RAINMAKERS"
with
Wheeler and Wool...,
Thurs.. Feb. 21.1
"PETER IBBETSON"
with
Gary Cooper and Ann Ha:
Don't Miss This Splendid
Production
COMING:
"39 STEPS"
with Robert I). mile
"MR. HOBO"
with George Allis-
LAUNDRY CASF
REFILLS
Do you send your Launi• •
HOME?
If yott do, you will 's-
loe order your
Laundry Case Peas
Four refills neatly packs-.
convenient master case: '
only one dollar
Shipped prepaid anywhc,
New England In- New 1
SIM 
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The American Nautical Academy, of
Washington, announces the seventh an-
nual offer of a course in nautical in-
struction by mail for young men up to
the age of 21 years who wish to become
acquainted with the opportunities of a
career as officers in the United States
Merchant Marine.
There is no tuition charge for any of
the courses offered by the Academy. and
no obligation for future merchant mar-
ine, military or naval service of any kind
is incurred by the young men.
Examinations will be held at stated
intervals. Those receiving a passing
grade will be allowed to spend a period
of time during their summer vacation on
board a training ship of the Academy in
order to gain practical experience at
small cost. To each of the ten students
having the highest marks in their naut-
ical studies during the year, the Academy
will award a two weeks period of train-
ing, with no cost to the students, on
board the schoolship during the summer.
Students receiving instruction in the
Apprentice Class, or correspondence
course are eligible to apply for a scholar-
ship in the Regular Course which covers
a period of three years.
Those who desire to secure further in-
formation should write to the American
Nautical Academy, National Training
School for Merchant Marine Officers,
Washington, D. C., or talk with the
Placement Director, Mr. Philip Brock-
way, 12 Fernald Hall.
Ernest Saunders, '36, treasurer of the
N. E. I. C. A. A. k, attended a meet-
ing of the executive committee of the
association in Boston last Saturday.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Prof. J. Homer Huddilston of the de-
partment of Art History has announced
!he opening of an exhibition of Italian
Renaissance Painting and Sculpture in
the Faculty Room in South Stevens.
The pictures are all selections from
the Carnegie Corporation bequest to the
university and may be used to supple-
ment the Italian work on exhibition in
the History of Art room in the library.
The display covers some of the finest
work in the Italian Renaissance period.
many pieces tif which have not been
shown before on the campus. The pho-
tographs are of the largest size published
and do much to bring out the important
monumental effect which is the most
deeply significant thing in Italian Renais-
sance art as in that of ancient Greece and
Egypt. Several of the pictures are in
colors. Of special value is Perugrino's
famous Crucifixion, shown in three sec-
tions, which alone is well worth a visit
to the exhibit.
The total of some seventy titles will be
on view for at least a month for the en-
joyment of students, faculty, and all oth-
ers who may be interested. It is expected
that this exhibition will be followed bs•
similar displays of French, German,
Dutch, and English art.
The Carnegie Corporation last spring
donated several sets of valuable equip-
ment for the teaching of art to a few se-
lected colleges and universities, among
them the University of Maine. The set
consists of 1900 photographs and color
prints, 170 volumes on art, and 20 origi-
nal prints. It has greatly facilitated the
tracing of the development and evolution
of art through the ages and has made
possible the illustration of many impor-
tant details in the field of Art History.
Throughout the last semester various
exhibits in many fields of art have been
arranged and displayed in South Stevens.
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• -,pecies of the genus "cutter." with
..,sounts of the salient characteris-
..•.:1 -ignificant traits of the several
sf this common and as yet un-
Ied pest.
:this ultra cutter: Specimens of
. ss are fortunate!) rare. It is a
s ,tractable variety, lurking in pro
woods where sturdy timber
- the academi hewer. No one
chiatrist can account for their
c frenzy of activity, nor anyone
:holland= keep tabs on the ex-
:116r scissions.
.;Ittrr excusabilis; The characteris-
- sf this species is, "Oh, I'm sure
are excusable." Members
:,. may be identified by their
.sjured innocence and their ac-
111Cmory of extenuating circurn-
•specialaris: This variety is
.o , rig and factidious, attending
with impeccable regularity
others to the bone. These
. epicures fall into three classes
•Flose who concentrate on certain
(2) those who have favorite
t (3) those who cut at particular
Occasionally we find apparent
cr,--‘ • ,Jf two classes, as when a speci-
men cut: 8.00 A. Saturday classes.
.1 I Inter somnambulans : This species
"torn chronic attacks of encep-
olgarly known a, sleeping sick-
The condition is frequently ag-
! by alarm clocks with musical
aid sometimes spreads to fra-
:, all boys, resulting in a localized
Improvement is sometimes
• er lighting a bonfire under tile
•s,.me specimens have uncanny
as sleep-walkers, although most
excel in sleep-sitting, provided
Ltier does not line the seats with
Cutter cogitans or "Never-cuts-
--sood-reason" cutter: Specimens
-talk in with a grim, accusing ex-
and grate, "Now when /cut..."
treatment of this variety seems
• ask them to read "Know Your
publication of Swift & Co. Some
Os are quite sensitive and should
'id with gloves. The gloves pro-
hands from splinters while
• a club.
•:er negotiarius (sub-species, cut-
::arius commentarius): Indus-
• the ant, these campus moilers
Iasses only when they do not in-
with work. The most note-
specimens are embryonic jour-
These incipient moulders of pub-
:n usually amble in with a con-
• • grin and a "Hy'a pal" mannsr.
,s.pects fervor in hewing the
s- chips they rank second only
-Ne plus ultra" variety.
, 'tier athleticus: This species en-
wholesale class butchery during
when their particular specialities
full flower, then often continue
ice of habit or grandiose delus-
:ich usually take the form of a
, s complex, based on the concept
• e-ir prowness on turf or cinders
them to operate under a sort of
7 ght of athletes. This condition
ameliorated by hypnopaedic sug-
- that the professors are all Bow-
:uts and must be shadowed con-
,:••er negligentissimus: This variety
-i summons as a souvenir for the
17 I can be persuaded to drop in
- a personal favor. Sometimes
:p at the office (if it is not out
7 way), hold a text-book care-
front of the list of office hours,
!rplain bitterly that they never
the attendance officer in.
:tier transportalis : This species is
• to chronic transportation cramps.
tarditis is one manifestation, but
s, outbreaks of Boreas. and
- p distemper often appear as
'nory factors. Unfortunately, this
,n sometimes afflicts large groups
;:leously.
utter initiationalis: Unlike most
••ther types, this is a transitory
appearing in a violent form at the
rig of a fraternity career. This
• uly interesting type, inasmuch as
mi rity of the attack in any one
, rather accurately prognosticates
''tree of severity of attacks suffer:el
'•:; those exposed to ex-specimens.
Delta Zeta Sammie' Party
Saturday afternoon, Delta Zeta
• • • and guests went on a scavenger
After a thorough search in Orono,
were served refreshments by Mrs.
R Morrow and Mrs. Franklin Wit-
" lsitronesses, in the Wesley House.
guests that were present were:
Pike. Lois Leavitt, Cecilia Sweatt,
'itch, Marie Folsom Phyllis Poe-
• ',ara Whittredge. Elizabeth Reid.
l:earce, Emily I/ean, Elizabeth
‘. Miriam Colwell, Dora Stacy,
' Stacy, Henrietta Holmes, Bar-
•• • ; and Pauline Davee.
Book Review
By Roth Goodwin
&eves Leagues Boots
By 16.-hand
Who has not at some time in his Ms
dreamed of casting ofi the shackles of
ri spons.`ile everyday hie, and wandering
amilessIs away to the ends of the earth
in search of adventure and romance?
Few of us ever do this thing, but each
oh us, we believe, wishes in his heart he
might, else why do we eagerly search the
libraries for the tales of those who have?
One,„of those tales we would tell about
today. It's wnten bs a bus who saw
gas dreams in his geography and his-
torY, and then grew up to make them
real.
Thatsboy, that man, is Richard Halli-
burton. He was born in Brownsville,
'Tennessee. in 1900. He attended Prince-
ton, and immediatels upon graduation he
began that aimless wandering to the far
places of the globe about which we oc-
casionally hear, but which few of us will
ever see.
Now he comes back with his Seven
League Boots: a story of his adventures
in Russia; of his journey over the Alps
on the back of an elephant; of his in-
terview with Haile Selassie; of his visit
to the Greek Monastery; and to many
other of the far places of the earth.
One of the most interesting chapters
in this book is the story of his adven-
tures in Russia. Determined to solve the
mystery of the assassination of the Czar.
Nicholas 2nd, and his family by the
revolutionists, he finds one of the three
men who took part in the killing, and
from this man's lips is told a horrible tale
of the whole brutal slaying. Hallibur-
ton's reaction to Russia seems to be that
that country has a long way to go before
it reaches the standards of the United
States, but that each country has much
that can prolitabls be learned from the
other.
It wouldn't be Halhburton if he didn't
try Mine particularly impractical stunt.
In Seuen League Boots lie disguises him-
self as a moslem pilgrim and attempt,.
to gam entrance to the Holy City of
Mecca. He tails in his attempt, but
succeeds in an even more impossible ven-
ture: In imitation of Hannibal, who
crossed the Alps and attacked the Ito-
nuns with elephants, he hires an ele-
phant, Daily, and climbs the most diffi-
cult route of all. On the way he pays
a visit to the famous St. Bernard mon-
astery.
But there is no point in exhausting the
table of contents of this book. What
Halliburton does is unimportant in com-
parison to the way he does it and tells
about it. To us, the greatest appeal in
the book, if we may return to the intro-
duction of this report, is the fact that
he found inspiration and fun in his
geography and history, and then refused
to grow away from them. He is not the
conventional traveler going to the Con-
ventional places and making the con-
ventional remarks. He is a man who
really sees the world and enjoys telling
about it.
Delta Zeta Rushees
Enjoy Fireside Picnic
On Wednesday night, the Delta Zetas
entertained their rushees with a fireside
picnic at the home f Dean and Mrs. Olin
S. Lutes in Orono. The patronesses
that were present were: Mrs. Franklin
Witter, Mrs. Olin Lutes, and Mrs. R. I..
Morrow.
The guests were Henrietta Holmes,
Barbara Whittredge, Bernice Leighton,
Charlotte Currie, Miriam Colwell, Salk
Pike, Edna Louise Harrison, Elizabeth
Henry, Barbara Jones, Ek-anor Crockett,
Emily Dean, Dora Stacy, Madge Stacy.
Lois Leavitt, Pauline Davee, Hula Fitch,
Phyllis Porter, Mary Bearce, Elizabeth
Re-id, Marcy Folsom and Cecilia Sweatt.
Students Would Curb
Supreme Court Power
Washington, D. C. (ACP)—The
power of the United States Supreme
Court to invalidate legislation has; reach-
ed socially damaging proportions, in the
opinion of American college students, and
should be curbed without delay.
Revision of the constitution so as to
check the power of the high court is
favored by a majority of students, ac-
cording to an Associated Collegiate Press
survey just completed.
Remedies ranging from increasing the
number of Supreme Court justices by
naming liberal appointees known to have
kept pace with the times to giving con-
gress the power to reinstate legislation
thrown out by the court are suggested
by college leaders.
Strongly urging revision, The Ohio
State Lantern commends a state law-
maker:
"Usually- conservative, 'safe and sane',
Senator Vic Tkinahey announced in
Washington that he favors a revision of
the Constitution because he believes it
has not kept pace with the times. A
ievision is necessary, he pointed out, 'to
provide additional guarantees o1 health,
safety and security for the pleople.
"We believe that is a significant state-
ment and probably holds significant re-
sults. It is indeed heartening to note
that Sen. Donahey, who is usually class-
ed in the conservative bloc in Congress,
has finally recognized need for change.
His statement indicates quite clearly a
hold away from the traditionally-held
belief that the Constitution is a sacred
wument, one which must not be changed
lest we gam the wrath of the gods.
"There is even a new and more liberal
attttude growing among the general
public toward constitutional change. This
is as it should be. The ironical fact is
that for too long most of us have clung
to the time-worn theory that to change
the Constiution is plain heresy."
4 THE MAINE CAMPUS
! OVER HE HEAT WAVES
WITH HE SONG HITS
Out of the merry madcaps which lea
tured "(inc Night At The Opera," has
emerged a song that has conic up step
by step till last week it ranked No. one
spot in the nation's hits of the week,
Aiorir. Number Two place is taken by
that melodious bit of tropical love ban-
ter Moon Owe MIONSI which only a week
ago occtimed the hit spot. I Peel Like'
Feather /ft The Breese sung so tan-
taliz:ngly suit and eerie by the choru•
iii the latest Joe Penner release, "Colle-
giate," has in three short weeks risen
from eighth to third place in the stand-
ing. Taps is the theme on which Lights
WIN A FORD IN THE
8,500.00
ATIPX CONTEST
, lA• 4.S
To enter, send in the red tag
from a can of Lin-X with a
statement in 25 words or less
telling "Why I like Lin-X."
Lin-X is the durable clear gloss
finish for linoleum and wood
floors, woodwork or furniture.
Ask us for full contest details.
A TOTAL OF 210 PRIZES!
Park's
HARDWARE and VARIETY
Orono, Maine
Every Week /or zo,,Weeks
A FORD CAR. A $100.00 BILL
AND 20 55.00 BILLS GIVEN FREE
Ow popular sentimental waltz holding
the 4th position is based. That Broken
' R cord has started again, this time go-
lig from sixth position which it has held
1r the last three weeks into fifth place.
That tweedleclum and tiatedledee canticle,
carol, ditty, ballad, or what have you in
music, The Music Goes Round .4nd
Round is slowly but surely going down
the scale until it finds itself in the stall
numbered 6 this week. It might also
interest you "music lovers?" that a pic-
ture is being filmed in Hollywood based
on this song. The producers hope to
have it on the screen, before the craze
is over. We wonder. Another song
from that melodious farce on college
life, "Collegiate," You Hit The Spot sung
so coyly by that dainty, dark-eyed, and
blonde bit of feminiaity, Betty Grable on
the silver screen crashes through from
out of nowhere to take the No. 7 spot.
This incidentally equal. the record of
"The Music Guts Round and Round" in
coming from nowhere to this high. C/inq
I Me, practically unknown around here,
bet seeming to be held in very great
favor in the Middle West, ha. jumped
Iry three notches from eleventh place to
• the position which it now ornaments No.
8. The ninth spot is well taken care of
by a song that has come across the broad
Atlantic to rank well up with the lead. r.
for the last five weeks. The English
butler is the recipient in, Dinner For
(ne, Please James. This piece was played
toer stations in greater New York gu,
than 62 times during last week,
which is a lot of times.
"Her Master's Voice" current musical
coinedy gives us the song With All My
Heart. This song has ranked in the
first third for the last month but this
week finds it at the bottom of the second
tier in No. 10 place. Ted Kohler and
jimmy McHugh give. us the next song
through the meditun of "The King of
Burle-que." It is I'm Shooting High
winch has come back into the select
group after dropping out a short time
•
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41.
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A NEW ARROW COLLAR
FOR YOUNG MEN
THERE are times when the occasion Calls for a
white starched Collar-vvhether it be a House Party
weekend, a trip to the cit. or an important Satur-
day evening date.. . . The Kent is a new style Arrow
collar with wide spread and square corner points
It is se off particularly well when worn with a
colored shirt. 25c
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
ago. The number holding the "double
six" spot has tied the record of "In A
Link Gypsy Tea Room" for consecutive
weeks popularity, this being the six-
teenth. Reid Sails In The Sunset
a good chance of shattering the record.
This song emanated from the "Province-
town Follies." The song holding the
"Jinx" position is the collaboration of a
New York columnist who wrote the
words and Fred Astaire who set the
words to music. I'm Building Up To
Awful Letdown bids fair to rise steadily.
during the coming weeks. Alone At .1
Table For Two is a newcomer to the list
holding No. 14 position. Another new-
comer brings up the rear guard in fif-
teenth place I'm Going To Sit Right
Down And If Myself .4 Letter.
•
Pi Phis Have
Buccaneer Party
•
The Pi Phis entertained a group of
twenty-one freshmen and undergraduate
women at a pirate party at the home of
their faculty advisor, Mrs. E. N. Brush,
on Thursday evening. The hostesses
were in pirate costumes and had provided
pirate make-up and headdress for their
guests. The pirate atmosphere W3,
lie4htened by the open fire, the light
from candles held in old whiskey bottles
and pieces of eight. After a delicious
supper of American Chop Sucy, rye
bread, pickels, ice cream, cookie's awl
coffee they enjoyed songs and a treasure
hunt. Marjorie Taylor won first prize,
a rubber dagger, and Bernice Leighton,
second prize, a pirate bracelet, in the
treasurer hunt. Virginia Nelson was
chairman. The guests included: Wini-
fred Lamb, Barbara Harlow, Marjorie
Taylor, Betty Curtis, Barbara Whittredge,
Henrietta Holmes, Frances Nastin, He-
len Hanson, Rachael Fowles, Albert
West, Margaret Wood, Bernice Leigh-
ton, Janet St. Pierre, Alice Pierce, Vir-
ginia Webber, Phyllis Porter, Evange-
line Anderson, Madge Stacy, Dora Stacy,
Katherine Gross, Barbara Joe, -
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THE
COLLEGIATE
WORLD
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Two excellent pieces of journalism
gut into the college press this last week.
One was an interview by Samuel Mintz.
University of Wisconsin, with the late
Huey Long and the other was an acci-
dental interview with a boy just off a
chain gang, by a reporter for the Prince-
ton paper.
S's
Mintz' story gave an idea of Long'-
tremendous bustling, hectic, overflowing
energy.
Excerpt:
A door flew open, Huey's head' popped
out. A "Come on in boy!" went rumbling
down the hall.
-I'm a college student". 1 got no fur-
ther.
"1 know all about colleges. I run one.-
-What du you think should be taught
in college?"
"Arithmetic. That's all. Plain and
simple arithmetic. You've got to show
the boys that there's something wrong in
nine hundred and ninety-nine hawgs be-
hg fed on one portion of hawg feed and
one hawg being fed on nine hundred and
ninety-nine portions of hawg feed.
''What you've got to do buy is read."
He jumped out of his chair, almost over-
turning his desk. He elbowed a veoe
pretty secretary out of the way. "I'll give
you some real literature. Ever bear
about the Share .the Wealth idea?"
Suddenly he left me. He ran into an
adjoining room. I turned to go "Where
are you going?" Mr. Long was back.
"Did you say you were a college stu-
dent? "Well, listen to me: Don't you
mow into a college professor and '3C-
C, ,me. a brain-truster. Do you hear?"
* • •
The Princettinian interview demon-
strated that slayedriving conditions still
exist in the southern chain gang. "All
a fellow had to do was even look cock-
eyed at a guard and he'd get the lash,"
said the interviewee. "If you've ever
had a lash with pieces of iron on the end
c, me down on your back you'll know
how it feels."
Shackks, he said, were clamped cm his
legs and the rivets smashed with an
iron hammer.
• * •
Logan, Utah. (ACP)-Newest muni-
cipality in Utah i is "Windbreak City,'
,rganized by Utah State College stu-
lents who came to school in automobile
oailers. removed the wheels, banked the
•raveling houses against the cold, and
itt led dtiWn for the winter.
• • •
New Brunswick. N. J. (ACP)-Edu-
cational note: Asked what in their opin-
ion were the most serious probkms facing
the country today, Rutgers men respond-
ed variously:
I. -The task oi getting rid of Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt."
2. "A good five-cent piece to get beer
with."
3. "Kill Bruno Richard Hauptmann.-
4. "Get rid of the damn Reds."
The International Relations Club met
Tuesday evening at 7:00 p. m. in the M.
C. A. Reading Room, with many mem-
bers amid friends present.
Several reels of pictures of Japan
were shown, including Spring, Inland
Sea, Nara and Kyoto. and Cormorant
Fishing.
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CARROLL
Cul-Atilt' Pi ?turner
Bang,
Tech Student
Proposes New
Ranking System
By Robert W. Harvey
This article intends t- ss a new
means of obtaining the relative rating of
fraternities, considering the minimum
graduation ranks existing in the Uni-
versity of Maine. (1.7 point average for
the college of technology, 2 point for the
other colleges.) By using the minimum
rank system, a different rating of fra-
ternities can be had. The last spring
ranks are used as a basis. The Fresh-
men dormitories are omitted because
most of the: freshmen are not used to
university work-some men flunk out,
and some men will never return. Thi
girls dormitories are not taken into
consideration, because no girls belong to
f rate mitres.
To appreciate this average system, the
leaders should understand how it ;s
calculated. According to the minimum
rank necessary for graduation - 1.7 of
technology is equal to 2 points of other
colleges or 3.4 is equal to 4 points. If
one fraternity had all technology students
ant! has point average of 2.3, the frater-
nity average above the college minimum
would be gained by substracting 1.7, the
college minimum, from 2.3. In the sante
way if another fraternity having all its
members from the other colleges, aver-
ages 2.3, this fraternity's average above
the college minimum would be gained by.
substracting 2 from 2.3.
This is fairly simple. Suppose a fra-
ternity has technology and other college
students. Let us suppose a fraternity has
ten technology men and 24 men from
other colleges-and the School of Educa-
tion. If the average of the technology
men is 2.2, their average above the mini-
mum of their college would be 5. Multi-
ply the rating average by the number of
men in the college of Technology; the
answer is 5. If flue average of the stu-
dents in the other was 2.3, their average
above the minimum in their colleges
would be 3. Multiply this by the num-
bei of men in the other colleges and the
answer if 7.2. Add 5 and 7.2 and divide
by the number of men in this house and
the joint average above the minimum of
the college of Technology and the other
colleges of this house is .356.
This is a fairer method of rating fra-
ternities for it takes into consideration
the different minimum grades of the
different colleges.
Relative Rating of Fraternities:
*Beta Kappa-.858.
'Delta Chi Alpha-.83,
Alpha Gamma Rho-.77.
Sigma Phi Sigma-.565.
Phi Eta Kappa-.543,
Pin Gamma Delta-.478,
Phi Mu Delta-.465.
Sigma Nu-.464.
Delta Tau Delta-.433,
Beta Theta Pi-.404.
Alpha Tau Omega-.359.
Lambda Chi Alpha-.3552.
l'hi Kappa Sigma-.3414.
Kappa Sigma-.311,
Tau Epsilon Pi-.311.
Kappa-.31.
S. A. E.-.2859.
Those fraternities starred are not in
existence this year.
Phi Mus Entertain
At Circus Party
--
Phi Mu socority held a circus party
Friday afternoon from five to seven-
thirty o'clock at the home of Mrs. Cecil
G. Fielder in Orono. The committee in
charge was Alice McMullen, Jean Stan-
ley, Polly Davis, and Edith Hill.
The Big Top was decorated with
balloons and streamers, and barkers
called the guests to the various booths.
Here they spent their paper money on
ht ano, roulette and other Karnes of
chance. A supper of creamed salmon and
licas, pickles, cake, coffee anti candies
was served, after which Phi Mu anti
Maine songs were sung by the group.
Those present were: Barbara Bailey,
Helen Bond, Mary Ford, Mary Buzzell,
Dolly Mosher, Eva Chase, Eleanor
Crockett, Yvonne Gonya. Pauline Daver,
Emily Dean, Elizabeth Dixon, Bula
Fitch, Irma Brown, Helen Gray, Bar-
bara Harlow, Betty Reid, Amy Wood,
Adrian Thorne, Madge Stacy, Dora
Stacy, Mary Jo Orr, Louise Rice, Mar-
jorie Moulton, Edna Louise Harrison,
Elizabeth Henry. Helen Holman, Lois
Leavitt, Charlotte King, Margaret
Hoxie, Gwendolyn Hooper and Vir-
ginia Twombly.
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BURNS ROAMS
By Robert Burn -
Owed to a Haberdashe,
Town, Benny up. That's not the
in the sixth race at Santa AL
every schoolboy knows, but ,11t
erstwhile Campus Clothier, mak
erstwhile rounds. Sartor Sklar •
those who know him-and who d
is Maine's Prime Minister of St.
No, 1 man of the campus, and t
one we know who can consisto
in the face of Esquire's picayune
experts and get away with it-ii
he is a credit to the Universit:,
much of a credit, Ben sometime- .
with a twinge of despair, as
bespeaks his homeward hack.
Sartur Sklar undoubtedly mini
calling. We have always hark , -
feeling that he should have gone
law. He has brought more sui!
most lawyers as it is, but even
fashion center of Maine's State U
shy, furnishing gents with gent
nishings is not the lucrative past:
holds itself open to the enter
young attorney (or so they tell u-
way of illustration (and this istt.
carollined from the housetops). •
Ben clanked down four nickel
succession trying to call Orono
to find that he had been using ho, Ao
counts Receivable Book for th,
Directory! Some effervesent wag
probably like to add: "And was h
red!" just for local color, but we-
lug this column, thank you.
When it comes to haberdashery (an'!
it has to sooner or later)-by wh.
mean to say, haberdashery that
cidedly, nay, emphatically, different. o
House of Sklar is a name to reck,--
in the field, and indeed, can tzik
place alongside such establishrne
White of New Haven, and Langr,
Nassau and Cambridge, which, of
isn't to mention the toggeries in
and surrounding precincts - toi
quite proud cif the fact that they ic
pared to outfit you in anything ir..1.•
carbon copy of the Duke of Kent t,
warmed-over Daniel Boone, as you cc
-and all on the same floor. Mail.,
the Ben (to distinguish hint fret
don's Big Ben), may we remind
no amateur in the art of direct -
he won't, for example, attempt
vince you that you ought to hav,
collar, while clinging himsel f to
Hoover model. He believes in
the part, and generally does, W.
t xcused our surprise when we
him one P. M., a symphony in I.
brown suit, brown shoes, burnt
tie-everything to match excel
shirt, which was blue. The Uni
Symphony I
"Outfitted by Sklar" has come to
half the makings of the Maine Man I •
other half is not having his frit!
Ben caters therefore to a &sting.:
clientele who like their clothes to
conservative but flashy. You can -;.
the brothers of the Sklar fraternity
any Stag Gavot as they bi-swing
across the boards with their hire,
trousers (built-in knee-action) and t'• --
opalescent "I-hear-you-calling-me-
ties. On consecutive Friday
when the Men of Maine, "faultle-
tired" in newly-pressed tweeds,
calling at the various and sundry
which ambitiously house the ;
graduettes, small wonder that
possionel goes all goo-goo at the entra l-
a? the sight of Her Man flushed alp!
Sklarred to death.
But it's not all caviar for Ben ,
as we may have intimated. This bu
ness of haberdashing from house
house isn't the gold rush it was back
the days of the '29ers, and often,
should imagine, it grows a trifle tir,
a- the years take their inevitable t.
inasmuch as we started this frolic
a racy vein, we would like to rem•
Campus Clothier at this ridiculoi• •
that even a two-year old has her I..;
Downs,
Musical Germany will be the th• •
the Current Events meeting, NI
February 17, at 4:10 P. M. in Bai-
sun parlor. Mrs. John J. Klein
speak of Munich, Wagner, Bav •
Vienna, Leipzig, Bonn, and NVeim.i•
will also play several composition-
German composers.
Mildred Sawyer is chairman fo- •
program.
The Photography Club is sl'
an exhibition at Wingate Hall. first •
on Thursday, February 20th. All •
will have to he entered by Wedtw-
the 19th. They may be given to Traot.
Cabeen, Ralph Palmer. or Dr. NI
faculty advisor; the latter may bt r,
ed at Aubert Hall, fourth floor. Ever
body interested is urged to enter ;
and attend the display. The best
will be in an exhibit at the library at
later date.
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By Harold Webb
• .,ctkeful was a busy one for
.ithletic teams but students were
!tie opportunity to See them in ac-
,. most of the activities were off-
The varsity one mile relay team
B.A.A. games at Boston. while
•Is' Winter Sportsters romped off
Carnival at Dartmouth. The
tne performances were those of the
haskethall squads. Both A and B
'ACTT hosts to visiting hoopsters.
the five team even,t4 Maine
iii a sixty per cent for the win
kcfly0t1 has posted a call for
candidates for the Northeastern
c March 14. Maine should have a
i1,-sent aggregation to stack up
aga- ••. till. Huskies. With a month to
mak, the most of Coach Kenyon's teach-
..Ine sort of a working unit should
-.-'11• !tut it will be hard to get away
, Individual style so obvious in the
'v play. Let's see what the pros-
: positions are. Woodbury, with
Keegan are likely choices as
, • Ilamlin or Johnstone at center,
hherty, Thompson, Rogers, and
M, \Lit y at guard would constitute quite a
niik quintet While on the sub-
i„ • Ili) Beta-Phi Eta game in the Inter-
.,ti • 'lily I.eague was a honey. Officials
\\ ,...dihry and Collette had a busy eve-
Not that fouls were numerous, but
played hard. The half ended
l'hi Eta. With four minutes to
Peta was ahead three points. Final
2sL32, Phi Eta. Ummm!
• • • • • •
Tta.k enthusiasts may get a peek at
. 1 , 7i111.• National Champ Saturday in the
•..' - Boll Dixon. running for Bridgton
.,.I. my against the freshmen. Dixon,
-• addition to the ever increasing ar-
negro stars, is a pfoduct of George
1\ astlitigt011 High School, New York.
i. tar he was chosen as a member of
11-. merican Interscholastic team.
.,,attirday at Boston he anchored three
teams—and made up a deficit of
Ittv yards in one of them. This dusky
will be well worth watching.
• • • • * •
l'rik-iiits--The relay men were award-
electric clocks for first place in
tc-pective relay, in place of the
my medals—not a had idea. Ken
t ],,tts trace his opponents plenty of handi-
t his foul shots Drew figured he
:Igt,t to let have the ball once and
and being a gentleman, he saw
Mat they got it Something one never
'Cc, also-ran and second-rate athletes
a)king the top-notchers for their auto-
it's a 'code . Conny Johnson,
negro high jumper and world rec-
. 7,1 stood by the bar when it was
s in. and kicked a good foot over the
•-f the bar. He's six feet, six inches
and split to his ribs The hint
baseball last week took effect quick-
' ..itch Kenyon has asked his battery
:Hates to report on the 24th of this
More B.A.A. comments—it is
that Sam Allen, National hurdles
-Hider, takes the hurdles so close
la wears out the scat of his trunks
\11 lack Torrance, the shot-putter, needs
1- a It link. some tusks, and a howdah to
-ii1.hit' the illusion—if any.
Carnival Plans Are Nearing
Completion
Continued /torn Page One)
itintnittee ints announced that Starr
noted dance orchestra leader
..t rad), has been engaged to conduct his
1'1 ati d broadcasting orchestra in a
,1 wain of dance music for the
Starr Marshall and his orchestra
irig direct to Orono. following im-
ati'ly upon the close of a highly sue-
"ii season during which they were
d at many of the most prominent
and clubs in the east.
years ago, Starr Marshall was
,,1:Ing in the Middle West with a no-
:chestra as pianist and chief ar-
This orchestra was none other
He radio famous Art Kassell and
Kasselles in the Air. Corn-
--i. he fulfilled his long-felt desire
-ganizing his own band, and using
• 
.wn special arrangements.
. dance devotees and music lovers
given an opportunity of seeing
Bill Wells Is New
Baseball Mentor
William C. Wells. popular steward of
the dormitories, has been appointed coach
of freshman baseball, succeeding Bill
Kenyon, who as recently promoted to
varsity mentor. Captain during his last
year, Wells played on the varsity nines it
'29. '30, and '31. As a catcher, Wells was
considered to be one of the best in the
state. Besides his baseball ability, he was
also a basketball player of note, starring
on Maine's last court aggregation in 1929.
Because of his ability and wide experi-
ence. Wells should do a capable job with
the yearling diamond squad.
Professor H. L. Flewelling
To Read at Vespers Sunday
Professor H. Lloyd Flewelling of the
English department will give a program
of poetry readings at the Vespers service
to be held in the Little Theatre on Sun-
day. February 16, at 4:10 p.m.
Armando Polito will present several
piccolo solos as the musical portion of
the program. The service will be con-
ducted by Carol Stevens.
Elizabeth Schiro conducted the service
last week. Mrs. Charles A. Brautlecht
and Mrs. Wilbur Park presented the mu-
sical portion of the program. Mrs. Braut-
lecht played six selections for the piano,
and Mrs. Park, accompanied by Della
Rich at the piano, sang two selections.
Carol Stevens played the prelude and
postlude
Prof. Smyth Chairmans
Poultry Show Committee
Professor J. R. Smyth of the Poultry
department is chairman of the committee
in charge of a baby chick and egg show
which will be held here at the University
by the Maine Poultry Improvement As-
sociation in cooperation with Farm and
Home Week. H. B. Carpenter of Orono,
and F. A. Murray of Hampden Highlands
are the others serving on this committee.
The show will be judged by Roy E.
Jones. Poultry Extension Specialist of
Connecticut, who is also on the Farm and
Horne Week program.
A new course in marriage at Syracuse
University will enroll 130 students this
semester, with 415 on the waiting list.
as well as hearing Starr Marshall and
his famous band in action. The band is
strictly of the Lombardo type with an
individualistic style of sweet arrange-
ments.
Mae Devaney, featured vocalist with
the orchestra, is a charming little Miss,
displaying plenty of personality, and adds
novelty to the program.
College engagements by Starr Marshall
and his Orchestra have included the Dart-
mouth Winter Carnival Ball, M.I.T. For-
mal Dinner Dance, and many other im-
portant social events at Wellesley, Har-
vard, Brown, Cornell, Colgate, and
Union.
The Carnival Queen
The Intramural Ball Committee has
decided to have a competitive contest in-
stead of the secret committee of last year,
for the choosing of the Queen of the
Winter Carnival and Intramural Ball.
This means that each couple attending
the hall will vote for its own particular
choice. Louise Steeves was the selection
last year for this coveted honor.
The selections made in committee for
the carnival this year are the following:
Helen Balker '36, Martha Chase '38,
Bunny Hamilton '38, Lynn Parkman '39,
Beth Schiro '30. Virginia Twombly '39,
Hope Wing '37, and Marjorie Young '37.
These 'girls are all popular on the campus
and the competition should be keen.
Intramural Winter Sports
The events to be contested in the Intra-
mural Winter Carnival will be: 100 yd.
snowshoe dash, 100 yd. ski dash, cross
country ski race, cross country snowshoe
race, ski jump, and relay race (two urn ,
on skis and two men on snowshoes).
There must be six men from each fra-
ternity or organization competing for the
team prizez. All entries must be in be-
fore February 18 to any Intramural Ath-
letic Association representative or Prof.
Stanley Wallace in order to be eligible
for this contest in winter sports.
When you think of
FLOWERS
Think of
''Brock way's
15 Cer.tral St. Bangor
THAT
ALL TEXT BOOKS BE BOUGHT
AT ONCE
AS THE STORE WILL SOON BE DISPOSIN(
OF ITS SURPLUS STOCK
THE MOLINE CAMPUS
••••16.— 
_
Harold Webb, Editor
Maine Relayers Frosh Cindermen
Stage Comeback To Meet Bridgton
Pale Blue Defeats Colby
and Williams in
B.A.A. Meet
Maine's mile relay team defeated Col-
by and Williams at the B.A.A. games last
Saturday evening to wind up their indoor
season in grand style.
A revamped team, running Johnny
Gowell in third position with Bob DeWick
in second, ran a front race and were not
headed throughout the distance.
Maine led all the way. The race de-
veloped into a dual with Williams as Col-
by faded in the early stages. Hurwitz
opened up a 15 yard lead on the first leg
only to lose it all on the last lap as Pierce
of NVilliams closed up on him. DeWick.
getting the baton from Hurwitz, stayed
out in front of Woods to give Gowell a
lead. Gowell continued to open the gap
until most of the original 15 yards was
back. Murray, Maine's anchor man, took
the stick with a seemingly unbeatable
lead, only to have Cook, of Williams, un-
cork a terrific drive and all but overtake
him. The Pale Blue flyer, however, held
the Williams man off, to break the worsted
three yards in the lead. The time was
3:32:8/10.
Johnny Gowell, Don Huff, and Ken
Webb competed in the hurdles, dashes and
high jump, respectively, with negative
results. Gowell did get by the trials to
enter the semi-finals against Good. Green,
and Henderson. Here the competition
became a bit too steep and Johnny was
eliminated. Huff did not get by the trials
in the star-studded sprint field and Webb
failed to clear the first height in the high
jump.
Several Fraternities
Announce New Pledges
The following pledge reports have been
received and properly recorded by the,
Inter f raternity Council:
Alpha Gamma Rho: Raymond A.
Powell, Robert C. Jones.
Alpha Tau Omega: Theodore P. Har-
ding. *Ernest J. Reidman.
Lambda Chi Alpha: Francis L. Cram-
er.
Phi Kappa Sigma: Linwood B. Ride-
out, David W. Trafford, Edward K.
Hayes.
Phi Mu Delta: Bernard G. Robbins.
Sigma Nu: Donald Grace, Russell
Judd.
Theta Chi: John E. Frost, Howard F.
Blake, Wendall S. Milliken.
*Ernest Reidman was released from Sig-
ma Alpha Epsilon December 16. 1935.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Powerful Prep Team
To Invade Campus
Saturday
This Saturday afternoon the track team
representing the class of 1939 will meet a
powerful club sporting the black and
white of Bridgton Academy. The meet
promises to be much closer than the meet
last year which the men of '38 won by the
score of 68-40.
Advance dope seems to point to two
men who will be consistent thorns in the
Freshmen's sides. Last year Whitten,
who hails from South Portland, was the
high point man for the visitors and this
year he is looked for to score an even
greater number of points. In a meet a
few weeks ago he scored the sum total of
23 points. He is especially proficient in
the pole vault, having done close to 12
feet, the high hurdles, the dashes, shot
put, and the high jump. The other man
who will bear close watching is the sensa-
tional Bob Dixon, colored 600 yard man.
Last year he was selected to the honor
of All-American Interscholastic repre-
sentative for the 600 run. It is quite
likely that he will double, running in some
other event. probably the 300. An indica-
tion of the team strength may be gathered
by the fact that they took the Colby fresh-
men into camp by a goodly margin.
The frosh are not altogether lacking in
material as shown by their fine showing
against the sophomores and also in the
Interclass Meet. They present a strong
array of hurdlers in MacKenzie, Kelley,
Kuney, and McCarty. In the dash and
300 yard, Ladd, Faye, McKenzie, and the
Higgins twins should furnish the visitors
with plenty of trouble. The Frosh are
considerably weakened in the distance
events due to the loss of Sawyer through
the bugaboo, ineligibility. They will have
to depend on the men who have had cross-
country experience.
In the field events there is Drew, Leon-
ard, and Strafford in the pole vault, and
Thomas in the broad jump with Kelley
and McCarty. Dyer is the Frosh hope
in the discus and shot put.
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BOARD AND ROOM
Five minutes' walk front campus
on College Road. Entire house
privileges. Eight dollars per
week. Phone 392.
SEMI-FORMAL AND EVENING GOWNS
Prints, Taffeta, Chiffon, and Crepe
10.75 up
4 'oneerning a Career
Eastern Academy of Hairdressing
One of New England's Largest Vocational Schools
HONOR EN11111,11iNI S4'110011,
Operated under the Vinnee System
Controlling
Eastern Acadein!.
Ellie Beauty Shoppe
Vinnee Beauty Salon
Pearl Bldg.
Request
193o
Catalogue
Bangor. Maine
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
The University of Buffalo
A four year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by means of
the quarter plan. The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated.
Dental students have two years of basic medical study under the direction
aid supervision of the medical faculty. Clinical practice of dentistry, ill all
its varied aspects, is supervised by the dental division and is connected with
the clinics of several hospitals. One month of interneship in a hospital of
1200 beds, during the senior year. offering unusual experience in clinical ob-
servation, diagnosis and treatment of dental conditious. The next regular
session will open June 29th. 1936.
For further inftarnation arlilre,s
School of Dentistry
25 Goodrich St.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Blue Ski Team
Places Fourth
At Dartmouth
Curtis-Coached Ski Team
Defeats Many Strong
Aggregations
By Bill Saltzman
Two cups of Phil Bowers, a teaspoon-
ful of Rod Elliott, 6 drops of Frankie
Doe, a pinch of Charlie Huntoon and
"Freshy" McCarthy, spiced with plenty
cd intestinal fortitude, baked well by
Ted Curtis and there you have the recipe
for the University of Maine Winter
Sports Team's fourth place in the An-
nual Dartmouth Winter Carnival held
last Friday and Saturday in Hanover.
Dartmouth, the pre-meet favorite and
long a power in winter sports, was the
carnival's winner, scoring 493.8 points
out of a possible 500. McGill, whose lead-
ing star, Hannah, was last year's Dart-
mouth captain, came in second with 489.7;
New Hampshire. third, 370.5; and Maine,
who finished fifth last year, fourth, 361.8.
Williams, Antherst, Harvard, and Yale,
with surprisingly well balanced teams,
gave New Hampshire and Maine a real
battle for third and fourth positions, sig-
nifying the close competition. In fact,
according to Coach Curtis, there was
more power in all the teams as a whole
than there has been in years. Also, all
the twelve schools entered presented com-
plete teams which raised the caliber of
the meet.
The U. of M. did itself proud in attain-
ing fourth place. Not only was it the
institution's best showing in this famous
meet, but it was accomplished in the face
of severe handicaps. No other Maine
Winter Sports Team has ever had such
a succession of misfortunes as befell this
year's squad at Hanover. And the man-
lier in which these handicaps were over-
come is enough to make any Maine man
stand up and cheer.
The slalom race, with the longest list
of entries, was run twice. It so happened
that Phil Bowers, Maine's standout, hav-
ing been far down on the list of entries,
,completed his second turn at twenty min-
utes of two. Since the ski-jump was
called for two-thirty, the Maine squad
had to hustle to town two miles away, eat
dinner, wax skis, and return in time for
this event. The Dartmouth jump proved
to he much larger and faster than that of
Maine's. While all the other schools,
except Maine and New Hampshire, had
practised on kills just as high, it was the
first time this year that the Maine com-
petitors had faced such a tremendous in-
cline. To add fuel to the fire, it was de-
cided not to allow any practise jumps be-
cat.4e of the long list of entries. This,
of course. VMS rather a blow to Maine.
Also Chancy Huntoon, MTh star, had
never before in his life gone on a large
jump. Ted Curtis, knowing how Hun-
toon must feel, tried to persuade the
Rumford lad not •to leap. But Charley
shook his head, declared he was not a
"sissy.," and roared down the incline to
make a very presentable jump. And
Maine, with this aforementioned handi-
cap, finished third in the event! Bowers
did an excellent job while Rod Elliott
produced Otle Of the longest jumps of the
day, 35.5 meters. Out of Maine's four
men jumping, not one had a fall.
Maine's second misfortune occurred
when Frankie Doe, one of the fastest men
in the field, was disqualified in the slalom
race for missing a flag. Durrence, Dart-
mouth star, was also the victim of a
similar misfortune. Yet, despite this
handicap, Maine finished with 79 points,
and Bowers was credited with fifth place
in a field of 67 men.
Maine went to town in the downhill
race, scoring 84.3 points. Doe finished
first for Maine in the remarkable time
of 57 seconds with Bowers but a second
behind. Elliott and Johnstone followed in
that order.
The biggest upset for Maine occurred
in the cross country. Two and a half
miles out on a fourteen mile course, Bow-
ers broke his ski. Yet, displaying re-
markable courage, the Auburn star fin-
ished in fast time. Bowers started as the
third entrant, and only two men passed
hint.
The outstanding man for Maine was,
of course, Phil Bowers. who was one of
the leading stars of the meet. Elliott,
Doe. Hutment, and McCarthy—the only
yearling on the squad—did their share
while Johnstone, Stagg, Trimble, and
Brown deserve a great deal of credit.
"It's the best team 1 have ever had,"
stated Ted Curtis "It has power, spirit.
and aggressiveness. I ant greatly pleased
with its work."
This weekend, the team travels to Ver-
mont to participate in the Middlebury
Winter Carnival on Saturday. Included
among the competitors are New Hamp-
shire and Dartmouth B.
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"Can you really talk through a wire?" people still asked
when this telephone switchboard went into service
back in 1881. CI. Apparatus was crude—service limited
—but the idea was right. It took hold in spite of
ridicule. Today there are more than 13,000,000 tele-
phones in the Bell System—telephone conversations
average 60,000,000 daily — the service is faster and
clearer than ever. c. Telephone growth and im-
provement will go on. For Bell System men and
women work constantly
toward one goal: enabling
you to talk to anyone, any-
where, anytime.
Why not call Mother
and Dad tonight? For
lowest rates, coil by
number after 7 P.M.
Masque Undertakes
Difficult Play With
'Abraham Lincoln'
By Elizabeth Philbrook
On Wednesday, the birthday of a great
man was celebrated. '1Vhy ? His 
name
was spoken thousands of times through-
out the country. Why? He's become a
hero; an idol for every man and boy to
revere and emulate. Why?
Many know why. They haVe ideas,
some vague. sonic specific, about Abra-
ham Lincoln, but few have a clear, com-
prehensive picture of his life and work.
What were the multiple events that lead
up to the presidency, civil war, and as-
sassination? What were the depths of
character that permitted a single man
to forge unerringly through a lifetime
of overpowering destiny? There were
far greater burdens than discreet legisla-
tion, far more effective ones than careful
administration. There was a man behind
the iron figure that blotted out rebellion
and revolution.
It is this very man that Drinkwater
portrays in his play, Abraham Lincoln.
Written by an Englishman. first present-
ed and applauded before English audi-
ences, this play catches and perpetuates
the spirit of one of America's foremost
statesmen. Lincoln is taken through the
most chaotic years of his career and left
only when the assassin's bullet ends his
life. Drinkwawr has given us what
most of us have spent hours attempting to
get for ourselves--a comprehensive pic-
ture of Lincoln's life.
On March 4 and 5. the Maine Masque
will present .111,Jhons Lincoln, in the Lit-
tle Theatre. This play marks a step for-
ward in dramatic presentation at Maine,
for it is perhaps tlw most ambitious at
the Masque ha, ever undertaken.
In additioin to many sets, true historical
jvwtrayal of character. and extensive cos-
tuming. the Masque faces the more diffi-
cult tasks of physical appearance. Lin-
coln. Lee, Grant, and others must look
the part as well as act it. or else all il-
lusioin will be h st, and the play will be
d•forned from the start. \\*holier or not
the play can be presented. and presented
well, is a quesnoin the Masque will an-
swer three weeks hence. In all events, it
is an ambitious effort.
SLID To Hear Dr. Clelland
On Militarism in Education
Sargent Russell was elected chairman
of the Maine SLID last Thursday eve-
mug when Doniald Stewart, because of
lack of time, was compelled to) resign
from the office.
This meeting saw a debate between
Thomas lynch and Jane Stillman on the
questi• in of the R.O.T.C. in the high
sclafols and colleges. And on this occa-
sion the iirganization decided that hence-
forth meetings would be held every two
weeks rather than weekly.
Dr. Frank Clelland, professor of the
l'•angoir Thecilogical Seminary. who was
o ,riginally scheduled to address the SLID
this evening on the subject of militarism
iii education. will not deliver his address
until next Thursday evening. There is
t•• be no meeting oif the organization to-
day..
Dr. Clelland has long been a persistent
and vig•irous oippoinent of the R.O.T.C.
and of large armaments. last fall he
came into conflict with the Bangor school
authorities when his son. upon entering
the Itanizo.r High School, was confronted
w oh the rcquirement that all students in
that school must take military drill for
at least two 'cal s. Though Dr. Clelland
ircelved wide and active support from
;sr i• ins s mpathetic •si ganizations and the
CAS(' was even taken to the courts. his
son. after concessions front both sides in
li di,putc, was finally compelled to en-
iii the Bangor R.O.T.C. unit.
Have your Tux pressed for
the Intramural Ball
FOR r. . AMP
PRISSIN+1
Call
B. K. HII I \II\
Telephone Orono 3.3(
HIGH-GRADE
SNOW-SH01,
$5. $6.25. and $7
SPRUCE'S CABIN
Meals and Lunches
11 A.M.-11 P.M.
•\11 !Ionic Cooked I:,S .1
NARGIR K. Simons
Proprietress
Patronize Our Advertisers
House Officers Chosen
For Girls' Dormitories
New house officers of Balentine, Colvin,
and North Halls, and the Maples have
recently been elected. They are as fol-
lows: at Balentine, Cathryn Hoctor, pres-
ident; Ruth Hinkley, vice-president;
Mary Wright. secretary; Josephine
Snare, treasurer; Helen Buker, social
chairman; Margaret Asnip, fire thief;
Mary Leighton, assistant fire chief; proc-
tors are Rachel Carroll, Elizabeth Phil-
brook, and Eleanor Delaney.
At Colvin the officers are: Frances
King, president: Margaret Avery, vice-
president; Marion Hatch, secretary-
treasurer; Hope Wing, social chairman;
Ruth Lewis, fire chief; Elizabeth Story
and Antoria Rosen, proctors.
At North Hall Phyllis Hamilton is
president, and Mary Treinor is secretary.
At the Maples the officers are: presi-
dent, Ruth Pagan; vice-president, and fire
chief, Elizabeth Henry; secretary, Lu-
cille Epstein; treasurer, Betty Reed; so-
cial committee. Lynn Parkman, Henrietta
Holmes. and Polly Drummond.
An Irish party was held by Phi Mu
sorority Tuesday afternoon from two to
four-thirty o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Maynard F. Jordan in Orono. In charge
of the affair were Alice McMullen, Cora
Sharon, Margaret Williston, Vivian Dow,
and Edith Thomas.
The wishing well was visited and Irish
games were played, with many of the
contestants receiving prizes. Refresh-
ments of tea, sandwiches, cookies, and
candies were served. Before leaving, the
group sang some Phi Mu songs.
Among the guests were: Charoltte
King, Pauline Davee, Lois Leavitt, Bud- '
dy Dean, Dolly Mosher, Madge Stacy.
Dora Stacy, Eva Chase, Yvonne Gonya.
Mary Jo Orr, Irma Brown. Elizabeth
Henry, and Marion Dunbar.
FIRST— ripened in the sunshine...
and picked leaf by leaf from the right
part of the stalk when fully ripe.
THEN— each day's picking cured
right by the farmer. . . at the right
time and in the right way . . . no
"splotching"or brittleness, but every
leaf of good color and flavor.
FINALLY— bought in the open
market.. .re-dried for storage.. .then
packed in wooden hogsheads to age
and mellow for two years or more un-
til free from harshness and bitterness.
That's uhat u.e mean by mild. ripe
tobacco. And that's the kind of to-
bacco tve use to give Chesterfields
their milder, better taste.
A. 0. Pi Freshman Guests
Enjoy Chinese Dinner
Chop sticks, chow mein, rice, more
rice, queues, gaudy kimonas. much Chi-
nese talk and atmosphere all contributed
to the Chinese Party given by Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority in honor of the
forty-eight invited freshman guests. An
appropriate program consisting of Chi-
nese songs by the quintet made up of
Adolphine ‘'oegelin, Kay Hoctor, Rose
Whitmore, Mary Leighton, and Catha-
rine Rowe was presented. Mary Leigh-
ton entertained with a reading.
The feature of the evening was a rice
eating contest with Barbara Corbett rep-
resenting off campus, Adrienne Thorn,
Balentine Hall, Laura Chute, the Maples,
and Antoria Rosen, the winner, who re-
ceived more rice as a result of her efforts
for the prize, representing Colvin Hall.
Refreshments were served consisting of
chow mein, rolls, radishes, martini crack-
ers, ice cream and coffee.
South Hall girls have proved them-
selves really clever now! We have given
them credit for being expert dish waMers
and cooks. But listen, you men who want
not only capable but intelligent wives.
Those South Hall girls have brains, too.
Fifteen of the fair maidens made dean's
list. Not only that, but several were
practically on the door step of 4.0. The
house average was 2.7. All of which
goes to show what girls can do "when
they've a mind to."
Farm and Home Week
To Be March 23 to 26
The program for Farm and IImt Week
at the University of Maine, which •ill he
held from March 23 to 26, inclusive, is
announced by the committee in charge.
The affair will start on Monday, March
23, in the early afternoon with a
chopping contest which promises to be a
Popular event. In the later afternoon, F.
A. Richardson, State Master of the
Grange. will present an address.
Tuesday, the progiam will center
around women's clubs, home industries,
sweet corn, vegetable gardening. road,
side marketing, and State development.
On Wednesday, the program will deal
particularly with child welfare, poultry,
posture improvement, small fruits, soil
fertility, farm credit, and tax problems.
Thursday's program is of special inter-
est to livestock breeders, orchardists, po-
tato growers, and operators of tourists'
homes. The activities of the four days
will close with a banquet Thursday night
at which several of Maine's outstanding
farmers and homemakers will be honored.
The Pale Blue Key, honorary track so-
ciety, sponsored the stag dance held Fri-
day evening at Alumni Hall. A large
number of students danced from •
o'clock until eleven-thirty to the mu,
of Willard Crane and his Maine Bears.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Be Glamorous
For the Intramural Ball
A New Permanent
A Distinctive Hairstyle
A Soothing Facial
33 Main St., Orono Tel. 95
Picking leaf tobacco in the
-
Bright" tobacco fields of
Virginia and the Carolinas.
Colvin Girls Entertain with
Novel Lear Year Party
On Friday night in groups of twos and
threes the girls set out for the various
fraternity houses. "Door call for Misses
this and that.- Miss-ter this appears with
a red carnation and Miss-ter that with a
white one. They thank their escortesses
for corsages and are conducted to the
Colvin Hall Leap Year Party.
Novelty dances included a Paul Junes
and an elimination dance. The elimina-
tion dance was won by Frances Austin
arid Don 1Vashington. They were each
awarded an orange as a prize.
"Leap Year '36" ice cream. cookies and
coffee were served for refreshments.
Those who attended were: Phyllis
Phillips. Edward Abbot; Ec•elyn Boyn-
ton, Emery Wescott; Barbara Bertels,
Richard Berry; Adolphine Voegelin, Ac-
ton- Abbott; Mary-Hale Suttnn, Bruno
Golobski; Betty In-ummoind, ‘Vallace
Gleason; Gladys Colwell. Alton Bell;
Ethel }tingle, John Porter; Marian
Hatch, James Armstrong; Iris Guiou,
Chester Cripps; Antoria Rosen, Bill Has-
kell; Carolyn Hanscom, Carl Taylor;
Margaret Wood, Richard Stevens; Geor-
gia Fuller, Roland Albert; Frances King,
Ji ho Sealey; Elizabeth Schiro, Lester
Myers; Georgia Taylor. Reginald Mc-
Donald; Alice Collins, Lauress Parkman;
Barbara Ware, Russell Orr; Meredith
Lewis, Lincoln Fish; Martha Chase, Rob-
ert Allen; Bernice Hamilton, James
Dow; Carolyn Currier, Kenneth Lea-
thers; Hope Wing, Lowell Weston; Al-
freda Tanner, Dexter Clafflin; Hilda
Scntt, Alan Corbett; Joan Cox, Joseph
Galbraith; Marguerite Picard, Howard
Crafts; Beni Bruce, Cranston Folley;
Beatrice Hodgkins, Thomas Shannon;
Maxine Parlin, John Iliggins; Faith
Shesong. Carroll Parker ; Marjorie,
I.ynds, Ifuncan Coning; Marguerite
Avery, John Getchell; Frances Austin,
h maid Washington ; !Oar). Archibald,
Clark Kuney; Ruth Pagan, Hiram
Smith; Mildred Walton, Austin Cham-
berlain; Virginia Webber, Neil Sawyer;
Lucille Fogg, Robert Hussey.
The chaperons were: Mr. and Mrs.
James Moreland; Mr. and Mrs. Fay Hy- -
lands; and Miss M. M. Heffernan.
THE MAINE CAMPS
SOCIETY
Many Features Planned
For Penny Carnival Fri.
Beauties, Comics. Maidens, and Swains
will trip the light fantastic at the Penny
Carnival Friday night, February 14. The
Penny Carnival given by the Women's
Athletic Association is to be a Valentine
Party this year. 'There will be a grand
march, and the King and Queen of Hearts
will be chosen. During intermission some
of your own classmates will surprise you
with entertainment.
The patrons are Miss Helen Lengyel
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace. The
women planning this very special Penny
Carnival are Elizabeth Philbrook. general
chairman ; Frances King, decoration
chairman ; Jane Stillman. advertising
chairman: Rachel Carroll, ticket chair-
man; and Helen Buker, entertainment
chairman.
I'/ii ,Sorority Has
Scavenger Hunt and Supper
On Monday afternon the Pi Phis en-
tertained a group of freshmen and under-
graduate women at a scavenger hunt fol-
lowed by a supper of waffles and coffee at
the Cabin. Prizes for the scavenger hunt
were won by Katherine Gross, Janet St.
Pierre and Margaret Wood. The guests
included: Winifred Lamb, Elizabeth Cur-
tis. Barbara W'hittredge, Frances Nason,
Margaret Woxv1, Janet St. Pierre, Alice
Pierce, Phyllis Porter, Evangeline An-
dermal. Madge Stacy, Dora Stacy. Kath-
erine Gro•ss, Antoria Rosen, Iris Guiou.
Delta Delta Delta sorority held a
"Popeye" party at the cabin last Friday
afternoon front 2 to 4:30 p.m. Games
were played and songs sung. Refresh-
ments i•i hamburgers, coffee, and ice
cream were served. The committee in
charge was Audrey Bishop, chairman,
II•ipe \Vulg. and Faith Folger.
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